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MICHAEL JACOBSEN

What’s the Big Idea?
Welcome
to an
issue full
of great
ideas
you may
never
have
thought of
until now.

W

e are surrounded
by new ideas everywhere we go. From
the way we consume
news – including
this magazine – to
the way we interact with the rest of
the world, new ideas dictate our very
existence.
The world of team sports is certainly
not exempt from all of this newness
swirling about, but sometimes we are
so traditional that we fail to recognize
it — or take advantage of it. We see it
as our job here at Team Insight to bring
some of you kicking and screaming into
the 21st century.
So this month you are invited to come
along for the ride in this High Tech, High
Touch issue.
The journey begins with a look at

the ideas in selling Specialty Sports
or, in our view in the editorial offices,
anything but football, baseball, softball.
soccer and basketball. There is just
so much opportunity in these niche
sports – many of which are not really
niche any longer – that dealers ignore
them at their own peril. And we would
be remiss not to provide ideas on how
to become a specialty player. Pickleball
anyone?
Then, thanks to the good folks (?) at
NFHS, NOCSAE and the various rulemaking authorities who keep changing
their own regulations, it is a good idea
for dealers to get ahead of the curve to
become the go-to guys for their customers confused about what’s legal and not
this season and next. It’s always a good
idea to be that go-to guy.
Then comes an inside look at how
four of the best team dealers in the
country are utilizing technology to,
in some cases, increase their sales by
double digits by simply making it easier
for their customers to buy from them.
These forward-thinking dealers knew a
good idea when they saw it a few years
ago and their online sales have thrived
ever since.
With all that as a backdrop, our final
set of good ideas goes beyond product,
sports and selling into the world of business advice and tips on how to run a
better team dealer. In a two-part series
that begins this month and will conclude
in the November issue of Team Insight,
we provide 12 solid pieces of business
advice for dealers.

ACHIEVE PERFECT

PLACEMENT

STAHLS' PRE-SPACED TEXT & NUMBERS
Speed up production at bit.ly/stahls-prespaced

STAHLS.COM | 800.4.STAHLS

“It is, indeed, a brave new world out there.
But don’t be afraid, we will be here to provide
the new ideas and to help guide you every
step of the way. That’s our best idea so far.”

This advice ranges from the obvious
– how to compete with Amazon, how
to make sure your business carries on
to the next generation, how to manage
your roadmen – to the esoteric, with
ideas on becoming an international
seller, managing your Millennials and
writing a business plan. We even delve
into the question of whether you should
sell your business, merge with a competitor (ADA/NBS saw the benefit of
this avenue this summer) or even buy
someone else’s business. Yes, you can
buy someone else.
All of this change and the cornucopia
of new ideas can be overwhelming, but
it can also be exciting. As the saying
goes, you can either lead, follow or get
the heck out of the way. We are here to
recommend the first option.
It is, indeed, a brave new world out
there. But don’t be afraid, we will be
here to provide the new ideas and to
help guide you every step of the way.
That’s our best idea so far. n
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and layouts
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TEAMTRENDS
The consolidation of two team buying groups offers strength in numbers.

Game Changer: ADA and NBS Merge

“This
merger will
enhance the
opportunities
for both of our
members and
make doing
business with
our combined
groups more
cost effective
for the vendor
community.”
Jim Chandley,
Nation’s Best
Sports

A

nd then there were two.
Down from a peak of four
buying groups five years ago
– Nation’s Best Sports (NBS),
Athletic Dealers of America
(ADA), Sports, Inc. and the
now-defunct Team Athletic Goods (TAG) -the recent merger of NBS and ADA was seen
as inevitable – even welcomed – in the team
business, where the growing reach of BSN
Sports as a national network of team dealers
has necessitated a “strength in numbers”
strategy among its independent players.
Effective this month, a combined entity
under the Nation’s Best Sports name will
allow the organization to double the size of
its team dealer count.
This merger represents a pooling of the
8 Team Insight / September 2018

expertise of two major buying groups, with
the goal of improving benefits, rebates and
services to the combined membership, while
reducing costs and improving efficiencies
for the vendor community.
Sports, Inc., remains the dominant force
among independent team dealers as the
largest buying group and it has gotten considerably stronger by adding members that
were either independent or had previously
been members of either ADA or NBS. Sports
Inc. picked up a number former TAG members
when that buying group folded, but it has
also seen a number of its members acquired
by BSN in the past decade.
BSN Sports continues to purchase smaller
independents as its seeks to become a
national network of dealers, while Internet

distributors and vendors selling direct bring
additional competition. Now the ADA/NBS
merger provides its members with the
strength to better compete in this changing landscape.
The writing was certainly on the wall
when ADA and NBS began co-locating their
buying group shows last year. The industry
responded well to having the two shows at
the same time in the same location, since
vendors had been balking at separate events
that, alone, were proving barely worth the
investment of time, personnel and resources.
NBS was established in 1956 and is comprised of more than 375 independent retail
members, with more than 1200 storefronts
in the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico. NBS
brings the ADA dealers a diverse portfolio
of buying opportunities in all categories of
outdoor sports and general sporting goods.
The ADA has been in existence for 38
years and brings significant experience in
the athletic team and institutional industry.
“We are pleased to join forces with the
ADA dealers.,” says NBS president Jim
Chandley. “This merger will enhance the
opportunities for both our members and
make doing business with our combined
groups more cost effective for the vendor
community.”
Chandley points to the success of the
ADA/NBS co-located shows for the past year
as an example of the benefits to the team
industry. It is expected that the first buying
show of the combined groups will be the
merged show in Arlington, TX, in November.
“I’m looking forward to working closely
with the NBS staff to improve the profitability
of our combined membership,” adds ADA
president Pete Schneider, who will remain
in ADA’s headquarters in Melbourne, FL to
head up the NBS team division. “We must
continue to improve the value we provide
to our membership to help them compete
in a constantly changing retail and team
environment.” n

Down from a peak
of four buying
groups five years
ago, the recent
merger of NBS
and ADA was
seen as inevitable
– even welcomed
– in the team
business.
teaminsightmag.com

TEAMTRENDS
An interview with PHIT America founder Jim Baugh.

Get PHIT America
And, there are a few who just don’t get it. They
think we will always have people participating.
But, with the trends that you see in the report,
it is obvious that physically inactive people
don’t buy sports and fitness products.
Why does PHIT America publish this report?

Team
dealers
can
reap the
benefits
of the
passage
of the
PHIT Act.

T

he passage over the summer of
the Personal Health Investment
Today (PHIT) Act by the U.S. House
of Representatives, which would
allow the use of pre-tax savings
accounts for physical activityrelated expenses such as league fees, gym
memberships and fitness classes, is a potential
huge boon for the team sports business.
With the measure moving to the Senate for
further consideration – the most likely timeframe
is November/December 2018 – the industry is
putting on a full-court lobbying press.
“Though we have a lot of work to do before
the bill becomes law, we are very happy with
this progress and grateful to our congressional champions for their leadership,” says
Tom Cove, president and CEO of the Sports
& Fitness Industry Association (SFIA), which
has lobbied hard for the bill.
By allowing the use of pre-tax dollars to pay
for expenses such as youth sports fees, PHIT
effectively gives consumers a 22–37 percent
discount on activity costs.
Spearheading the PHIT Act effort has been
PHIT America founder Jim Baugh. Team Insight
caught up with Baugh during his lobbying efforts
for his thoughts on the future of the PHIT Act
10 Team Insight / September 2018

and what team dealers and their vendors can
expect. His comments also come on the heels
of the publication of PHIT America’s “Inactivity
Pandemic Report 2018,” which takes a close
look at the role inactivity is playing in America.
Team Insight: Why do you think the sports
industry doesn’t respect the Inactivity
Pandemic?
Jim Baugh: Most bigger companies are caught
up in their quarter-to-quarter and profits-now
thinking and not worried about the long term.
We also have some owners who only care about
the short term as they plan to sell or spin off
their company soon. Many companies are
not looking at the roots of physical activity.
They look at what they can do to create new
participants who are good customers today.
There is also a sad trend I have seen over
the last 20-plus years. Years ago, we had great
leaders for our industry. Now, we have leaders
of brands.
Look at the leaders on the boards of the trade
associations. They are lawyers and not CEOs of
their companies. We need people to realize we
survive and grow as an industry when people
are playing sports and being physically active.

This Inactivity Pandemic is killing the roots
of the sports industry. Leaders, investors and
everyone must wake up. Do we really think
Americans are going to put down their smartphones and tablets? Do you think the social
media and electronics industry is going to
start making less fun, less engaging and less
addictive products? Or, will schools suddenly
start putting daily P.E. back in our schools?
Hell no! The competition is going to get
stronger. And, your industry must respond.
It must go back and rebuild the roots of the
industry where kids and everyone learn basic
physical activity skills in schools. When schools
started to take P.E. out of our schools that
started the gradual erosion of the sporting
goods industry’s future.
We have to remember every participant was
a beginner one day. And, where did they learn
those basic skills? At home and in schools.
PHIT America produced this report because
someone has to expose the real story. The
industry doesn’t like to hear bad news because
so much of the business is controlled by public
companies. I feel obligated to expose trends
so everyone can make decisions that will help
their future.
What is your biggest takeaway on the topic
of sports participation?
We have to fix the sports participation issue with
children. Overall, team sports core participation
is down significantly in the last five years. More
and more children have not developed their
basic athletic skills or have the confidence to
run, catch, throw, kick or even stand on one
leg. When they grow up, they will not be sports
and fitness participants, mainly because of the
lack of daily P.E. in our local schools.
The rise of travel ball in baseball, softball,
soccer, lacrosse, basketball and volleyball has
led to declining levels of interest in local recreational leagues in those six sports. We must
revitalize local recreational team sports leagues.
I have studied this issue for 20 years and
there are two places where children learn how
to be physically active. One is from their family
members. The second is at school — through
physical education programs. That is why P.E.
is the root of all physical activity in America.
Look at the research. It is conclusive.
teaminsightmag.com
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Why is PHIT America so focused on P.E.
in schools?

“We have
seen a vast
reduction
in P.E., as
approximately
50 percent of
schools don’t
have any P.E.
That means
that we have
lost half of
our training
grounds.”
Jim Baugh,
PHIT America

I would like the sports and fitness industry to look at what has happened in schools
in another way. Go back in time to about 20
or so years ago when every school had P.E.
and most schools actually had daily P.E. But,
today, we have seen a vast reduction in P.E.,
as approximately 50 percent of schools don’t
have any P.E.
That means that we have lost half of our
training grounds.
At least 50 percent of today’s kids are not
being taught the necessary skills or have the
confidence needed to play a sport. Is it possible
the closure of our training grounds has influenced today’s kids to be less physically active?
Or has the closure of our training grounds
played a role in the closure of retailers such
as The Sports Authority, City Sports and MC
Sports? I know it has.
What else jumps out for you?
The fact that there is a major switch from core
sports participants to casual sports participants
is devastating. Core sports participants account
for 80 percent of all purchases and spend far
more than casual participants. This switch
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from core to casual has cost this industry
$20.5 billion in the past five years -- almost a 2.5
percent drop. The sports industry must make
sure there are good pathways for beginners to
stay physically active while having fun.
I really think travel teams, which require
families to make a big investment in time and
money in order to play on these teams, have
hurt the industry. Many companies are feasting
off these super-focused athletes, but are doing
little to invest in the grassroots of physical
activity.
Youth baseball is doing well with its new program. Isn’t that a great sign?
Baseball is now being introduced to children
in elementary schools through Fun At Bat,
which is a bat-and-ball entry level program for
children with an emphasis on character development, functional movement, literacy, active
play and fun. Fun At Bat, launched in 2017, is
operated by USA Baseball and supported by
Major League Baseball. The program will impact
over one million children in 2018. I hope they
look at going into schools.
While we can study what baseball is doing,
I look at the big picture. When you look at all
youth team sports core participation numbers,
team sports are losing. Baseball may be doing

better, but it is probably taking share from
another sport. Has the growth of lacrosse
come from new participants or from other
team sports?
This is my point. Companies or leagues
may want to grow participation in a specific
sport, but they have to invest in the roots as
well. When we create more kids through P.E.
programs, this expands the pool of kids who
can play football or baseball or soccer or run
track and cross-country. Robbing Peter to pay
Paul may be good for business, but it is not
solving the roots issue.
Isn’t the PHIT Act, when it passes, going to
solve this physical inactivity issue?
The PHIT Act will help if, and when, it passes.
It will help get people physically active if they
have an HSA or FSA account, which most
Americans, especially low-income families, do
not. I have a little warning for the sports and
fitness industry. Much of the success the industry will have with it will be totally dependent
on how the industry markets this new tool.
But, we must remember, the PHIT Act doesn’t
help fix the roots of the industry. We need to
focus on kids learning physical activity skills
in schools or from family members. Nothing
replaces the need for this. n
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ISN’T THAT SPECIAL
The ‘other’ sports fill an important niche for team dealers. By Mike May

W

hile football, basketball,
baseball, softball and
soccer are the so-called
“major” sports that form
the foundation of any
team dealer’s business,
the income generated from what are known as
the “specialty” sports – ice hockey, lacrosse,
wrestling, cheerleading, volleyball and track
and field – make the difference between a
solid year and a great one.
To their credit, the commitment of dealers
to the teams that play these “minor” sports
makes every athlete feel like a major player.
And, just because a sport may be considered
specialty today doesn’t mean it won’t one
day rival a major sport in the not-too-distant
future. After all, soccer was once considered
a game played by immigrants from Europe,
Latin America and South America. Now, soccer
is as All-American as mom and apple pie, and
just as popular!
14 Team Insight / September 2018

Skating on Thick Ice
Although certainly not the major sport it
is for our neighbors to the north, there are
still 2.5 million ice hockey players in the U.S.,
according to the Sports & Fitness Industry
Association (SFIA).
• They purchased $258.8 million (wholesale)
worth of equipment in 2017.
• The National Federation of State High School
Associations (NFHS) reports that there are
44,809 high school ice hockey players in the
U.S. — 35,210 boys and 9599 girls.
• The top ﬁve states for ice hockey participation by boys are Massachusetts, Minnesota,
New Jersey, Michigan and New York.
• Only 10 state associations have at least
10 high schools that have a girls’ high school
ice hockey program and the top two states for
high school ice hockey participation by girls
are Minnesota and Massachusetts.
Generally speaking, if a girl wants to play ice
hockey and there are not enough girls to form

a team, the girls just play alongside the boys.
“State rules vary on the girls competing
with boys and boys with girls, but typically if
there is not a girls’ hockey program then the
girls can participate on a boys’ team,” explains
Dan Schuster, NFHS’s ice hockey rules editor.
“The health and safety of the students has
been and will continue to be the most important part of our rules process,” he adds. “The
committee will continue to discuss avenues
to make the game as safe as possible and do
all it can to create a positive experience for all
participating students.”
In Minnesota, ice hockey is the number one
sales category for General Sports, based in
Minneapolis. That’s because in the Land of
10,000 Lakes, people of all ages and genders
shoot the puck year-round.
“Children start playing ice hockey at age
four and people are continuing to play well
into their 70s,” says GM Matt Haapala. “We
have community-based leagues, school-based
teaminsightmag.com

teams, women’s leagues and men’s leagues.”
General Sports is selling customers two
brands of skates (Bauer and CCM), sticks, nets
for the goals, pucks, protective gear, uniforms
and, in a sport where they put band-aids on
broken bones, a few first aid kits.
In Massachusetts, ice hockey is popular
for both children and adults, but much of the
business goes to ice hockey specialty stores
and to the pro shops within the rinks.
“Our ice hockey sales are really limited to
uniforms and warm-ups,” reports Mike Bruno,
GM of Grogan-Marciano Sporting Goods,
Mansfield, MA. “Schools will buy uniforms and
warm-ups from us, but the players are buying
their own skates, sticks, helmets and gloves.
The ice hockey specialty stores are getting the
majority of the business.”

Sticking To It
Once poised to become the next big thing
in team sports, lacrosse has become a solid
teaminsightmag.com

contributor to the team business as it spreads
its wings from its traditional Northeast base to
become a national sport.
• SFIA reports there are approximately 2.2 million lacrosse players in the U.S. and wholesale
sales of lacrosse equipment (sticks, balls, protective gear, gloves, and accessories) in 2017
were $93.9 million.
• According to the NFHS, girls’ lacrosse is a
top 10 sport at the high school level, ranking
tenth in participation with 93,473 girls playing.
Girls are playing nationally – from the Eastern
Seaboard to the Pacific Coast, with 25 states now
reporting girls’ high school varsity lacrosse. Yet
only three of them are west of the Mississippi
River – Minnesota, Colorado and California.
• The top ﬁve states for girls’ high school
lacrosse participation are New York, New Jersey,
California, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
Virginia and Maryland also boast an avid female
player base.
• There are 111,842 boys playing high school
lacrosse in the U.S., representing 2900 high
schools. The top five states are New York, New
Jersey, California, Massachusetts and Florida.
• In all, 24 states sponsor boys’ high school
lacrosse, with only three of them west of the
Mississippi River — Minnesota, Colorado and
California.*
• At the collegiate level, there were 11,752
females and 13,899 males playing collegiate
lacrosse in 2016-17 at NCAA Division I, II or
III levels.
High school and club lacrosse are in solid
shape right now and it’s fair to say that the
best days for lacrosse are in its future.
“High school girls’ lacrosse has seen steady
growth from both a participation level and a
state sponsorship level, experiencing the most
growth from 2015-16 school year to the 2016-17
school year when girls lacrosse added 5,423 new
participants,” reports NFHS’ Lindsey Atkinson.
“The evidence for the continued interest
in girls lacrosse can be found in the growth
in state association championship events, as
well,” she adds.
While it’s great for a sport like lacrosse to
have official recognition at the high school
and collegiate levels, it’s important that local/
grassroots recreation leagues are formed to
give the sport a chance to grow at the local
level. US Lacrosse agrees.
“Many people understand the importance
of local rec leagues to develop interest and
fundamentals as well as provide more opportunities for players who are playing, perhaps
foremost, to enjoy the game and be active,
versus a recruiting or collegiate pathway,” says

Caitlin Kelley, senior manager, women’s game
at U.S. Lacrosse.
“We at U.S. Lacrosse are very committed to
both squaring the pyramid and growing the
game and the local rec program is the foundation of both of those initiatives.”
One of the big issues in lacrosse remains the
topic of girls wearing helmets during competition. In 2015, a new performance standard was
approved for headgear worn by females playing
lacrosse, and it took effect on January 1, 2017,
but there was a stipulation, according to Kelley.
“To be clear, the rules state that headgear
use remains optional. Eyewear is required.
Headgear is not required,” she says. “There
is no mandate or plan to mandate the use of
headgear by U.S. Lacrosse or the NFHS. The
only stipulation in the rules is that if headgear
is worn, it must meet the ASTM standard.”
For the most part, girls playing lacrosse in
the U.S. don’t wear any kind of headgear, but
there are two geographic exceptions — high
school lacrosse in Florida and in the New York
City Public School Athletic League.
Every year, the lacrosse business continues
to grow in many parts of the U.S.
“We sell everything in lacrosse such as sticks,
goggles, uniforms and nets,” reports Michael
Gallipoli, owner of P.J. Sports, Falls Church,
VA, and Bethesda, MD.
In Massachusetts, where girls’ lacrosse
is strong, Beacon Sporting Goods only sells
lacrosse balls and uniforms.
“I don’t sell lacrosse sticks as it’s too deep
of a category for me,” says owner Bob Beniers.
As lacrosse grows in popularity in
Pennsylvania, the specialized nature of the sport
can actually hurt a team dealer’s bottom line.
“Lacrosse is now so much more specialized,
especially when it comes to the tension of the
strings on the sticks,” says Sharon Petrewski, a
sales rep at Battaglias Sporting Goods, Scranton,
PA. “We will sell sticks without the strings and
then each athlete’s club or team will attach the
string to the stick with the correct tension. Still,
we do sell uniforms, balls, bags and helmets.”
Lacrosse is now an established sport in south
Florida as local recreation and travel lacrosse
leagues complement the high school game.
“Lacrosse is still growing in popularity, but
not at the pace it was six or seven years ago,”
observes Kevin Licata, manager of Medallion
Sporting Goods, Jupiter, FL, who notes that
because high school lacrosse is a spring sport it
has emerged as a great holiday purchase sport.
“We are selling lacrosse from head to toe,” he
says. Boys have more protective gear to buy
and, of course, high school girls are required
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to wear a helmet in Florida.
In Kentucky, lacrosse is a sanctioned high
school sport, but not every school has a lacrosse
team.
“The serious high school lacrosse programs
are near the bigger cities of Louisville and
Lexington,” says Dale Keith, owner of Duke’s
Sporting Goods, Elizabethtown, KY.
In Minnesota, while the sun shines, many athletes are start heading outside to play lacrosse.
“We are selling sticks, helmets, gloves, balls
and goals to both high school and club lacrosse
teams,” says General Sports’ Matt Haapala.
In the western part of the U.S., lacrosse is
gaining in popularity.
“The lacrosse business is growing as it is still
expanding into the Northwest,” says Universal
Sports’ regional manager Steve Liefer, with
uniforms leading the way because most equipment sales are made online.

IN A PICKLE

Make A Cheer-ful Noise
In all of its various forms – recreational, high
school and competitive – cheerleading continues
to make some noise for team dealers.
• SFIA reports there are 3.8 million cheerleaders in the U.S.
• Cheerleading/competitive spirit is ninth in
terms of high school participation, with 144,243
participants, and tenth the number of schools
with programs (6541).
• The top ﬁve states for cheerleading/competitive spirit participation are Texas, North
Carolina, New York, Oklahoma and Illinois.
For team dealers, the key to success to selling
the often-challenging cheer category is hands-on
customer service, according to Angie Wolford,
of Spartan Sporting Goods.
“We do our best to provide personal service
to our schools and cheerleaders,” Wolford
says. “We meet with the cheerleaders and their
coaches at their schools when it’s convenient
for them – after school or after practice.”
Wolford, who has been selling the cheer category for 30 years, says her customer base ranges
from youth cheerleaders through high school
squads and the majority of them are buying
shoes, custom cheer jackets and warm-ups.
Kratz Sporting Goods, Clarksville, IN, is trying
to get back into the cheerleading business, but
there’s one big obstacle in the way.
“Varsity has a stranglehold on the high school
business,” reports owner Allen Krebbs. “We’re
beginning to sell to the elementary and middle
school business, where it’s usually just a stock
item — T-shirts and shorts.”
In Kentucky, Duke’s Sporting Goods also
caters to cheerleaders, though it doesn’t sell
uniforms.
“We sell them T-shirts, shorts and warm-ups,”
said Dale Keith. “Many of our cheerleading
items are also personalized and customized.
They love to buy things that make them sparkle.
They love the glitter.”
The cheer category certainly has the attention
16 Team Insight / September 2018

MORE THAN 50 YEARS AFTER
its founding by three fathers trying
to create new summertime fun for
their bored children, pickleball’s
appeal continues to gain momentum. It is a low-cost of entry, dual
gender, ageless activity with little
to no impact on the joints that is
named after Pickles, the dog of
one of its founders.
There are currently more than
2.8 million active pickleball participants in the U.S., according
to the SFIA, ranging in age from
10 to 90, with the endeavor a
favorite among the senior set in
active adult and RV communities.
Beyond the U.S., there are formal
pickleball organizations in both the
United Kingdom and India. Given
70- to 84-year olds will represent
the largest demographic group by
2028 due to the aging of Baby
Boomers, the number of players
should continue rising in the U.S.
But the sport, which combines
elements of tennis, badminton and
ping-pong on courts that are 22
by 44 feet (four pickleball courts
fit on the average tennis court), is
also showing increasing appeal
among younger consumers, with
the Arizona-based USA Pickleball
Association (USAPA) actively introducing it to schools and YMCAs
through the organization’s network
of 1600 pickleball ambassadors.
Today, there are a reported
5500 locations across the U.S.

offering more than 15,000 courts
for players. The Sunbelt states of
Florida, Arizona, California and
Texas are hotbeds for the activity, but there also major pickleball
pods in communities in Michigan
and Wisconsin.
Evidence of pickleball’s mounting popularity is clear by the
growing participation in an annual
tournament that has taken place
for nine years. The November 2017
event at the Palm Creek RV & Golf
Resort in Casa Grande, AZ, 40
miles south of Phoenix, attracted
1400 participants to the 10-day,
entry-fee competition. Player skill
sets range from 2.0 (beginner) to
4.5 (experienced). Ron Schmeck,
86, took home a silver medal in the
4.0 bracket and was the tourney’s
oldest competitor. Eleven-year old
Jonathan Coyle of Menifee, CA,
was the youngest.
John Sperling, director of pickleball at The Grand Oaks Resort,
Weirsdale, FL, can attest to the
sport’s promise of growth. Sperling
recently left his post as a country club tennis pro to start his
own Pickleball Academy. “I had
a member bugging me to try this
crazy sport called pickleball. I kept
reminding him that I was a tennis
pro and that pickleball was not part
of the deal,” says Sperling. “After
months and months of him continuing to bother me I finally agreed
to try it and two minutes into our

session I said, ‘Why haven’t we
played this before.’ I have been
playing recreational and professionally ever since.”
Likewise, Tyson McGuffin, 28, a
wrestler growing up and a tennis
pro in Idaho for the past few years,
didn’t think much of pickleball
until he tried it. Now he is hooked.
McGuffin captured a silver medal
at the 2016 USAPA Nationals
and just won the gold medal at
the 2017 games in November.
“Pickleball is easy to play,” notes
McGuffin. “The learning curve is
anywhere from a couple of weeks
to two months, versus six months
to a year for tennis with a lot of
money spent on lessons.”
Enthusiasts say that the sport
is not only easy to learn – with the
basic rules learned in about an
hour – but is also a “social” sport.
The only equipment needs are
a large oversized paddle, which
ranges from all-wood ($10-15
retail) at the low-end to lightweight
graphite ($100-plus) on the premium end. There are 14 makers
of pickleball paddles, including
Pro-Lite and Wilson, that produce approximately 80 models in
graphite, composite or wood with
aluminum or polymer cores, three
types of grips and in four weights.
Idaho-based Selkirk Sports, which
has 10 USA-made models ranging from the Neo starter paddle
to its newly introduced Amped,
has carved out market share at
the premium end of the market.
Indoor and outdoor game balls,
usually sold in packs of three for
$6-10 retail, are available from a
number of suppliers, including
Gamma, Jugs and TOP. Escalade
acquired the Onix brand, a maker
of pickleball paddles, balls, sportswear and accessories, in 2016
for $10.3 million. Thus far, no
traditional athletic company has
introduced official footwear or
apparel for the sport.
On the retail front, sporting goods heavyweights such
as Dick’s Sporting Goods and
Academy Sports + Outdoors are
carrying a growing assortment of
pickleball gear.
The go-to retailer for everything pickleball since September
2006 has been the aptly named
PickleballCentral.com, based in
Kent, WA, near the sport’s birthplace. The online business, owned
and operated by David and Anna
Johnson, was inspired by Anna’s
parents’ passion for the activity.
Last April, a sister company of
the business, Pickleball Station,
opened a store in the Seattle
suburb complete with four indoor
courts that can be reserved.
— Bob McGee
teaminsightmag.com
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of Universal Sports.
“Cheerleading is solid in the clothing part
of it,” says Steve Liefer, primarily warm-ups,
T-shirts and a few shoes.
The cheer business at MVP Sports in Utah
is nothing more than a T-shirt with the name
of the school and then the word ‘cheer’ below
it,” admits Aspen Carter. “It’s not a big category
for us.”
East Valley Sports admits it doesn’t have the
expertise and the right personnel to sell and
service cheerleading.
“Cheerleading is very detail intensive, where
the customer demands that you dot every ‘i’
and cross every ‘t’ when it comes to securing
the order and we don’t have that expertise,”
admits Dennis Callison.

Serving Up Sales
Participation is jumping in court volleyball
and the governing bodies are expecting this to
continue to grow in the coming years
“High school volleyball participation for both
girls and boys has been rising steadily for the
last five years,” says Lindsey Atkinson, NFHS
director of sports and liaison to the volleyball
rules committee.
“High school girls’ volleyball continues to be
strong across the country and as it diversifies
into sand/beach volleyball, it will only continue
to draw athletes,” Atkinson says. “Obviously, the
sport will peak in participation at some point,
but I don’t think we are there yet.”
• There are 6.3 million court volleyball players
in the U.S. and, according to the SFIA, wholesale
sales of volleyball equipment in 2017 were $76.6
million. Wholesale sales of volleyball uniforms
and footwear were $64.7 million and $23.1 million, respectively, in 2017.
• According to the NFHS, girls’ volleyball is
the second most popular sport behind track
and field, with 444,779 girls playing at the high
school level.
• The top 10 states for girls’ high school
volleyball participation are Texas, California,
Illinois, Florida, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, New
York, Wisconsin and Pennsylvania.
• As for the boys, there are 57,209 of them
playing volleyball at 2400 high schools.
• The top ﬁve states for high school boys’
volleyball are California, Illinois, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and New York.
The team dealer community is delighted
with the current state of volleyball sales and
the reasons vary. In southern Indiana, uniform
color is the reason — white is the dominant
color being worn by girls’ volleyball teams.
“Everybody wants white,” reports Allen Krebs,
of Kratz Sporting Goods. “Teams want white
shoes, white socks, white knee pads and white
uniforms. For the last five years, everybody
wanted black.”
His primary suppliers – Adidas and Asics
– have to hustle to keep up with the demand
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IS E-GAMING
A TEAM SPORT?

Yes, e-sports are very real. This “sport” has actual
competitions, a television contract and, in a sure
sign that it has gone mainstream, college scholarships. But is it truly a sport? And, regardless if it is
or not, is it a niche dealers can tap into?
After all, apparently even these gamers wear
uniforms.
There are now more than 90 schools, ranging
from Boise State to Western Kentucky (names
you usually see attached to football scores in
the fall) that offer varsity e-sports programs, with
more than $7 million in scholarships on the table.
And with that money, of course, comes
opportunity for kids and young adults that basically sit in a room playing online video games
for hours at a time.
A recent article in the New York Daily News
summed it up pretty clearly, quoting a 16-yearold from North Carolina who used to play tennis
but switched to gaming because it offered the
same sort of strategy and teamwork without the
downside of getting all sweaty.
“When it’s 100 degrees out with 97 percent
humidity, I don’t want to be out there playing
tennis for hours,” said this particular e-sports
aficionado. “With this I get to play something
that requires strategy without killing myself in
the heat.”
Adds Nate Nanzer, commissioner of the
12-team Overwatch league that held its championship in Brooklyn’s Barclays Center this
summer: “I don’t need to win the genetic
lottery … I don’t need to be LeBron. I need to
be great at Overwatch and it doesn’t matter
if I’m a boy or a girl, where I’m from, how big
I am, how fast I am.”
Need more proof? A survey by Limelight
Networks last year found most men between the
ages of 18 and 25 would rather watch e-sports
than traditional sports on television. Another survey
predicts more than 300 million people will take
up gaming in the next two years.
“I think e-sports is going to stand right alongside traditional sports in terms of mindshare, in
terms of partnership dollars and sponsors, media
rights,” Nanzer said in the Daily News article. “This
is live sports content with an audience 30 years
on average younger than football or baseball.”
Team dealers, pay attention. And get your
video games out!

for white shoes.
“We are working with five volleyball clubs,
some of which have more than 400 players,”
Krebs says. “Those can be easier to deal with
since it’s one big bulk order.”
While working with middle schools is an
important part of his volleyball business, at
that level coaches are less particular on matching attire.
“Middle school teams will have players wearing different colored shoes, socks, knee pads
and shorts,” Krebs adds. “The coach is only
concerned with making sure players wear
matching jerseys.”
While selling to girls makes up the majority
of his volleyball business, Krebs says boys
are beginning to play volleyball, as well, in the
Hoosier state.
“We are now selling to a handful of schools
that have boys’ volleyball teams,” he says. “Boys’
volleyball is now happening. That business is
starting to grow.”
In Florida, girls’ volleyball is the number one
female team sports category for Miami-based
Performance Team Sales account manager
Joel Dunn.
“Girls are playing volleyball nearly year
round,” he says. “It starts with high school
volleyball in the fall, then it’s club ball followed
by AAU volleyball. Then, there are summer
camps. Volleyball is a vibrant sport that has
a long season.”
Those teams are ordering sublimated uniforms, socks, knee pads and volleyballs. “Rarely
do I sell a volleyball uniform that is not sublimated,” he says, although he does not sell many
shoes because they are such a personal item.
At a minimum, volleyball teams are buying
spirit packs from Dunn that include a team
jacket, a practice shirt and team warm-ups.
Travel teams that play games up north are also
buying hoodies.
In Massachusetts, Beacon Sporting Goods
is focused on selling uniforms, socks, knee
pads and volleyballs. They don’t sell volleyball
shoes because they are an inventory challenge,
according to owner Bob Beniers.
“There are too many volleyball brands, styles,
and colors to stock,” he adds.
In eastern Montana, Jock Stop, Glendive,
MT, is working with OrderMyGear to provide
electronic stores for coaches, players, parents and fans to order what they need for the
upcoming season.
“For players, we plan to sell a number of
player packs, which will include practice shirts,
a volleyball, socks and knee pads,” says store
manager Rebbekkah Smith. “It’s also a chance
for parents and relatives to buy merchandise
in support a certain school.”

Grappling For Attention
Even though it is perhaps the ultimate
niche sport, attracting a dedicated but limited
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following, overall participation numbers on
high school wrestling in the U.S. remain solid
and steady.
• Nationally, there are 1.9 million wrestlers,
according to SFIA.
• There are 259,391 high school wrestlers in
the U.S., of which 244,804 are male and 14,587
are female.
• It is the seventh most popular sport in high
school athletics for boys.
• The top ﬁve states for wrestling participation by boys are California, Illinois, Texas, New
York and Pennsylvania.
• The top three states for wrestling participation by girls are California, Texas and
Washington.
“Interscholastic wrestling is tempering in
terms of participation,” reports NFHS’ Elliot
Hopkins. “Overall, the sport is stable.”
One of the positive aspects of high school wrestling is the emergence of females in the sport.
“We are excited to have the influx of young
women wrestlers who want to challenge themselves and represent their local high schools,”
Hopkins adds.
Throughout the country, girls are wrestling
against other girls. And, if there is no female
opposition, the girls will wrestle against a boy,
in the same weight class, of course. But times
are changing, according to Hopkins, who anticipates at least a dozen states offering wrestling
for girls against other girls this season.
Team dealers are certainly pleased with the
interest in the sport and the amount of business
that it generates.
High school wrestling programs in eastern
Tennessee and western Virginia are doing business with Team Sports Outfitters in Bristol,
TN, for every thing they require to practice
and complete each year in wrestling.
“Wrestling is pretty strong for us,” says head
roadman Keith McCall. Schools are buying
mats, disinfectant spray from Mueller, mat
tape, headgear, scorebooks and singlets — both
one-piece and two piece.
“We sell lots of headgear,” McCall says. “With
the new high school rule on uniforms, the twopiece uniforms are gaining in popularity. Also,
the shoe from Adidas is very popular.”
According to McCall, the popularity of women’s wrestling has seen the emergence of a
strong collegiate women’s wrestling program
at nearby King College. And, the wrestling program at the local Grundy High School (Grundy,
VA) is one of the better high school wrestling
programs in the nation.
The bonus: an active club wrestling program,
which kicks in after the high school season,
keeps wrestling sales going beyond the traditional winter season.
Wrestling only accounts for a small percentage of the overall business for Spartan
Sporting Goods, Beckley, WV, but the sport
means everything to the boys and girls who
do participate in the sport, according to sales
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rep Angie Wolford.
“The two-piece
uniforms are gaining in popularity
with the wrestlers,”
Wolford says. “And,
I’m surprised by the
many girls now in the
sport.”
While Spartan Sporting
Goods sells uniforms, T-shirts,
warm-ups and many rolls of mat tape, it
doesn’t sell any shoes or too much headgear.
“Wrestlers are buying their shoes online and
many like to purchase customized headgear,”
Wolford explains. “We just carry the basic team
colors for headgear.”
In Kentucky, wrestling remains a steady
category for Duke’s Sporting Goods. “High
school wrestling teams are purchasing uniforms,
headgear, shoes, mat tape and the germicide
that is used keep the mats clean,” reports Dale
Keith. “We also sell a fair amount of spirit wear
in wrestling.”
For the most part, the new rule allowing
wrestlers to wear two-piece uniforms has not
impacted business at Duke’s.
“The vast majority of our uniform sales are
the traditional one-piece singlet,” Keith says.
Singlets also still rule in Massachusetts,
according to Bob Beniers, owner, of Beacon
Sporting Goods, Quincy, MA, who also sells
headgear and mat tape. “But,” he adds, “I don’t
sell footwear because there are too many colors
and sizes to stock.”
In Idaho, the one-piece singlet remains the
most popular uniform sale for Donnelley Sports,
Twin Falls, ID, reports owner Pat Donnelley.
“In wrestling, we also sell mats, mat tape,
the Kenshield spray for mats, scorebooks and
various accessories,” said Donnelley.
In hot Arizona, wrestling is actually a strong
category for East Valley Sports, located in
Mesa, AZ.
“Wrestling is like the forgotten sport by
many big-box retailers and we fill that void,”
says owner Dennis Callison. “We sell sublimated singlets, screenprinted singlets, practice
gear, shoes, headgear, mat tape, mat disinfectant and the occasional mat for practice and
competition.”
Here, too, the majority of the uniforms East
Valley sells are the traditional one-piece version.
Out in the Northwest, wrestling sales are
solid for Universal Sports, which also sells
everything from the equipment and uniforms
to travel gear and online spirit pack stores,
according to Steve Liefer.
“We do very well in wrestling because we
have sold them for years and have great local
factory reps that support us with the popular
lines,” he says.
In central Utah, wrestling is a small concern for MVP Sports, Spanish Fork, UT. “Our
wrestling business is limited to selling shoes

and customized
singlets,” says
manager Aspen
Car ter. “Ever y
athlete seems to
be playing baseball
out here.”

Always On The Run
Who says kids aren’t outside
running any more? Track and field
remains one of the highest participation
sports in the country and, although it doesn’t
have a ton of equipment purchased every year,
the sheer numbers make up for it.
• There are 4.2 million track and ﬁeld participants in the U.S.
• At the high school level alone, there are 1.1
million track and field athletes, of which 600,136
are male and 494,477 are female.
• The top ﬁve states for high school track and
field participation by boys are Texas, California,
Ohio, Illinois and Pennsylvania.
• The top ﬁve states for high school track and
field participation by girls are Texas, California,
Pennsylvania, Ohio and New York.
• Boys and girls from 21 states are also currently competing in indoor track and field at
the high school level.
The track is full across the country.
In eastern Tennessee, all area track programs
are buying their uniforms and accessories from
Team Sports Outfitters, according to Keith
McCall, who sells to cross-country programs
in the fall and to track teams in the spring.
McCall says he is as busy producing singlets
and warm-ups for track teams as he is selling
schools all the hard goods that team needs,
including discuses, shot puts, jumping boards
and mats.
Team Sports Outfitters does not sell shoes,
though. “There are too many event-specific
shoes for us to stock and sell,” he says.
In Pennsylvania, high school track and field
programs are buying uniforms, spikes and field
event necessities such as the shot put, javelin,
and discus from Battaglias Sporting Goods,
according to Sharon Petrewski.
Successfully selling a pair of spikes to a
track and field athlete requires being able to
provide the right shoe for every athlete for their
specific expertise. And, if that athlete does the
long jump and runs the sprints, it potentially
results in the purchase of two sets of spikes.
“It’s not a matter of selling a pair of shoes
and then having the athlete run on down the
road,” she points out.
Donnelley Sports in Idaho keeps teams
equipped with everything they need — uniforms, spikes and the big-ticket items for the
field events such as the shot put, discus, javelin,
pole vault poles and long jump boards.
“We stock different type of spikes for sprinters,
middle and long distance runners, throwers,
and jumpers,” Donnelley adds. n
teaminsightmag.com
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CHANGE IS COMING
Opportunity exists in new regulations for upcoming seasons. By Mike May

E

very time one of the youth, high
school or college governing bodies
decides to make a rules change,
team dealers sense an opportunity for add-on sales. Whether it
is those seemingly annual baseball
bat regulations, wrestling uniform changes or
batting helmet limitations, it all adds up to one
thing — new product that has to be purchased.
While some of these rules changes annoy
parents and players, the bottom line is that
dealers are uniquely positioned to benefit.
And by being ahead of the curve in their rules
knowledge, dealers can become the go-to guys
for customers who might not pay as much
attention.
So let’s take a look at the major rules changes
coming down the pike.

Wrestling: Clarity Provided on Uniform
Logo Exposure in High School Wrestling
Changes related to out-of-bounds and
inbounds calls, along with rules dealing with
uniforms and sportsmanship, were among the
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rules revisions recommended by the National
Federation of State High School Associations
(NFHS) Wrestling Rules Committee at its April
meeting in Indianapolis.
All rules changes were subsequently approved
by the NFHS Board of Directors and will take
effect during the 2018-19 wrestling season,
according to Elliot Hopkins, NFHS director of
sports and student services and liaison to the
Wrestling Rules Committee.
The one rule change, as it relates to uniforms,
was Rule 4-1-2, which provides new language
that states that no additional manufacturer’s
logo, trademark or promotional references shall
be allowed on the wrestling uniforms.

Ice Hockey: Risk Minimization Highlights
Changes in High School Ice Hockey
Rules changes related to minimizing risk of
injury in high school ice hockey are among
revisions for the 2018-19 season.
The NFHS Ice Hockey Rules Committee
recommended the changes at its meeting in
Indianapolis in late April, and all the changes

were subsequently approved by the NFHS
Board of Directors.
Two changes in Rule 3 dealing with equipment were approved to decrease risk of injury
in the sport. In Rule 3-3-1, goalkeepers are now
required to wear pants or socks under leg pads
to cover exposed skin on the legs. In addition, a
HECC/ASTM protective full facemask is required.
While the full facemask has been required in
the past, HECC/ASTM language was added for
clarification.
“Goalkeepers have been observed wearing
goalie pads without any covering on the back
of their legs,” explains Dan Schuster, liaison
to the NFHS Ice Hockey Rules Committee.
“This creates a dangerous situation with skate
blades, sticks and pucks that could cause injury
to these exposed areas.”
Another risk-minimization change relates
to the composition of the stick in Rule 3-1-1.
Sticks must be free of any projections and all
edges of the stick blade must be beveled. The
committee’s intent was to prohibit any stick
that could be dangerous to participants.
teaminsightmag.com
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Cheerleading: One Headgear Change
Highlights Cheer and Dance Rules

systems are used, the torso is the determining
factor in order of finish.

In the apparel/accessories section, the NFHS
Spirit Rules Committee approved a change in
cheer and dance that allows participants to
wear a head covering for religious reasons. The
covering or wrap, which is not hard, abrasive
or dangerous to other participants, must be
approved by the respective state association.

Baseball: NFHS Extends Implementation
Date for New Baseball Standard

Lacrosse: Changes Seek To Improve Flow
of the Game
“The NFHS girls’ lacrosse rules committee
made several rules changes with the intent of
minimizing risk and improving the administration and flow of the game,” reports Lindsey
Atkinson of the NFHS.
“The committees focuses on the balance
between maintaining the integrity and fundamentals of the game, while keeping up with
the growing athleticism of the athletes and the
pace of the sport. In the end, safety is always
our biggest concern.”
In girls’ lacrosse, Rule 2-7-3 will requires all
headgear to be worn properly and securely
affixed with the chinstrap in place as intended
for use.
And, Rule 2-9-2 adds the option of white bottoms by the goalkeepers.
In boys’ lacrosse, a contrasting color between
the head and the top glove must be visible on
the shafts at faceoffs. The circumference of
the shaft shall not exceed 3.5 inches. The can
be accomplished with the original shaft color,
paint, a single wrap of tape or other material.
Beginning in 2022, the home team will be
required to wear white jerseys, and the away
team will be required to wear non-white jerseys.
The official shall make certain that the reverse
surfaces of the crosses match evenly in that
the top of one head lines up with the throat of
the other and are perpendicular to the ground.

Track and Field: Simplification of Uniform
Rule Continues
Further simplification of the uniform rule in
track and field, and clarification on the method
of determining the order of finish in crosscountry highlight 2019 rules changes in those
two high school sports.
In Rule 4-3-1, the interpretation of a foundation garment was expanded to include any item
worn under the uniform top and/or bottom. The
rule now states that “any visible garment worn
underneath the uniform top and/or bottom is
considered a foundation garment. A foundation garment is not subject to logo/trademark/
reference or color restrictions.”
In addition, Rule 4-3-2 was rewritten to allow
schools more options in meeting the uniform
rule. The rule now states that “all relay and crosscountry team members must wear uniforms
clearly indicating, through predominant color,
school logo and color combination of all outer
garments worn as a uniform, that members are
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from the same team.”
“It has become increasingly more difficult to
officiate the uniform rule given the increase in
the number of programs nationwide that are
allowing individual team members the option of
independently purchasing either all or part of
their team uniform,” says Julie Cochran, NFHS
director of sports and liaison to the Track and
Field/Cross-Country Rules Committee.
“Slight differences in design of uniform do
not negatively impact the identification of a
relay or cross-country team. The expectation
of this rule is that all relay and cross-country
team members can be clearly identified as
representing the same school.”
The revised 4-3-2 note states that “the official
shall have no uncertainty in determining that
all members are from the same team.”
In cross-country, regardless of the system
used to determine the places of runners, the
order of finish should be based on when the
torso of the runner crosses the finish line.
Changes in Rule 8-3 state that whether hand
timing, transponder/chip or image-based timing

The NFHS has extended the implementation
date of the new NOCSAE standard for NFHS
baseballs to January 1, 2020.
Initially, that date of implementation was
January 1, 2019. This decision will benefit high
school teams, schools, local youth baseball
leagues and NFHS baseball licensees, as the
baseball industry will be able to make an efficient
and effective transition to the new standard.
The NFHS has also approved the elimination
of the requirement (Rule 6-1-3) for the entire
pivot foot to be in contact with the pitcher’s
plate, beginning with the 2018–19 high school
baseball season.
“We are very fortunate that the state of high
school baseball is in an excellent position, which
is indicative of the few rules changes that were
passed,” says Hopkins, who is NFHS director
of sports and student services and staff liaison
for baseball.
According to Hopkins, the rationale behind
the change to Rule 6–1–3 is a result of the
difficulty for pitchers to consistently make
contact with the pitcher’s plate when pivoting.
Before starting the delivery, the pitcher shall
stand with his entire non-pivot foot in front
of a line extending through the front edge of
the pitcher’s plate and with the pivot foot in
contact with or directly in front of and parallel
to the pitcher’s plate.
“The committee concluded that many pitching mounds are such that it is problematic
for a pitcher to have his entire pivot foot in
contact with the pitcher’s plate,” Hopkins said.
“Therefore, no advantage is gained by having
some of the pivot foot not in direct contact
with the pitcher’s plate.”

Softball: NFHS Equipment Rules Address
Risk Minimization
Rule 1-8-4 permits an eye shield to be worn
attached to the face/head protection, only if it
is constructed of a molded, rigid material that
is clear and permits 100 percent (no tint) allowable light transmission. This change aligns with
other softball equipment rules that currently
prohibit tinted eye shields.
“The prohibition of tinted eye shields already
exists in Rules 1-6-7 and 1-7-1,” explains Sandy
Searcy, of the NFHS Softball Rules Committee.
“In an effort to promote risk minimization, tinted
eye shields should be prohibited for defensive
face/head protection.”
Among other rules changes was a clarification
to Rule 1-5-2a, which permits a softball bat to
have an adjustable knob, provided the knob is
permanently fastened by the manufacturer. Any
devices, attachments or wrappings that cause
the knob to become flush with the handle are
also permitted. n
teaminsightmag.com
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High
Tech
High TOUch
BY TIM SITEK

T

he days of pen and paper may not be gone completely, but in 2018
they are certainly more short stories than long novels. So while some
may lament the passing of the good old days of writing orders on the
back of an envelope, today technology is undeniably helping team
dealers automate everything from uniform designs to placing orders
to paying suppliers. And leading the charge into the future are the
now ubiquitous online team stores. Driven by technology, team
dealers continue to survive and thrive by combining service with the
convenience of setting up shop online for everything from spirit packs to uniforms, from
fanwear to fundraisers, to outfit teams and their loyal following.
Team dealers each have their own unique
ways to incorporate technology into their business model, but they all follow the same policy
— a brief online selling window, limited product
selection and payment upfront. Here’s a look at
how four of them stay relevant by combining
high tech with high touch.

Picking Up the Pace at Universal Athletic
Corey Goblirsch, regional sales manager for
Universal Athletic in its Minneapolis, MN, territory, is no stranger to team stores. He began
working with the OrderMyGear platform eight
years ago and the pace of his sales has picked
up with the pace of the online stores he sets up
for his accounts.
“I’ve seen an increase in sales, especially in
apparel and uniforms,” Goblirsch says. Order
fulfillment keeps getting better and delivering
the right goods on time has improved dramatically from the days of adding up order forms
and collecting checks.
“The system has become so easy to use that
we’ve actually seen an increase in per order size
over the years as well,” Goblirsch says.
Every exisitng and new account now gets
targeted. “We figure they are all buying some
sort of apparel, whether it’s T-shirts, sweatshirts, warm-ups or uniforms. There seems to
be something that every customer we work with
can use,” he says.
And it helps to showcase how Universal has
helped many schools and teams raise funds
as well. “Teams are always looking for ways to
raise funds.”
Besides boosting sales, team dealers also
benefit from cash flow — there’s no waiting for
POs and then weeks or months for payment.
The turnkey online stores mean payment comes
upfront. “It seems collecting money is always a
headache and this is the one thing we sell that
money is collected up front, so the benefit to
cash flow has been great,” Goblirsch says.
Making it work takes some work, though.
Goblirsch has learned that such stores require
the right touch of products — just enough, but
not too much.
“We’ve seen online stores with 30-plus products
that actually overwhelm the customer more than
anything and we don’t see the sales generated
like you do on a sale of 12 to 15 products,” he
explains. “If you have a good offering but not too
many options they seem to go well.”
Goblirsch also often bundles items to build
sales. For example, an online store for a football
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team may have the player pack assortment on
top, with equipment options such as helmets,
shoulder pads, cleats and girdles listed. He’ll
add optional apparel at the end.
“We will give the customer every opportunity
to buy everything they need from one spot,”
he says. “This has helped build sales on stores
where we are able to offer a variety of categories
not just spirit wear.”
Better margins also provide a boost to team
dealers, Goblirsch adds. “In most cases, the
price of the item is important, but it isn’t the
deciding factor. They are pleased with the online
service more than the lowest price in the market.
Therefore, we are able to make a little more money
on apparel items listed through our websites.”

revenue across institutions versus just working
with teams.”
Champion’s Choice sets up web stores for
player items not covered by the school, whether
cleats or sweats, travel gear or sneakers. Those
partners also want sites that sell fan wear or
school wear, too. It even has a site to sell apparel
to the maintenance team at MIT (now that’s where
you have to have your technology figured out!).
It password protects the team items, with
the coach providing a link through email to
team members. Its fan and fundraising sites are
not password protected and it promotes these
through the school’s and Champion’s Choice’s
social media channels. The general institutional
websites typically run three times annually and
the team and specific fan sites run at the appropriate time for the sport’s season.
Along the way, Champion’s Choice has learned
every store needs a timeframe. “Keeping up
stores for too long of a period of time has proven
fruitless and it limits your ability to fulfill every
item because of inventory limitations.” The magic
window for ordering is one week.
Plus, limiting items increases sales. “Too many
items are also a hindrance. It becomes very confusing and keeps orders from being entered and
processed in a short timeframe,” Hughes notes.

Addicted to Technology
Championing Online Stores
What started out as a small business operating
from the back of a car now emulates its name.
Champion’s Choice has grown and continues to
do so — and online stores now drive much of its
success. In fact, the Wilmington, MA-based team
dealer now lays claim as the top team dealer in
the country for Adidas.
Since starting online stores about 10 years ago,
Champion’s Choice has increased its revenue
numbers significantly by servicing teams and
institutions throughout New England.
“The acceptance rate has grown significantly
since the inception among our partner institutions,” says GM Dan Hughes. “People have
become considerably more aware of the benefits
and ease of ordering via the web versus old
paper-based options.”
A former technology executive with AT&T,
Hughes knew early on the value of the Internet
when he joined Champion’s Choice. Using
TeamUniformOrders’ platform, he has seen
the benefits of accurate orders, improved cash
flow, automated proofs of purchase and receipts,
increased revenue and ease of fulfillment. Time
has helped as people are more tech savvy.
Champion’s Choice finds partners that sign
exclusive agreements to use its services. Account
managers then work with each of the schools to
determine what sites to set up. This generally
starts with team apparel but quickly expands
into other categories. Such focus and finding
new avenues have helped the team dealer grow
sales in double digits each year.
Working with its partners definitely improves
cash flow, Hughes notes. Equally important, the
agreements with institutions open more doors.
“They allow us to capture significantly more

Sports Addix started opening online team
stores back in 2008, but found the sites just
didn’t have the right look and feel and the back
end of handling orders required way too much
effort as well, says John Kargbo, executive
VP and chief marketing officer for the Lowell,
MI-based team dealer.
All that changed in the fall of 2017 when Sports
Addix switched to the TeamUniformOrders
platform.
“We were able to upload our entire product
catalog,” Kargbo says. And that’s pretty extensive since Sports Addix not only designs team
uniforms for sports from bowling to wrestling,
it also cuts and sews those uniforms.
Equally important, TUO processes all the
orders — from entry to payment to shipment.
Focusing on sales versus the technology has
upped its game and sales increased 23 percent
since they began using the TUO platform. In
August 2017, Sports Addix had 12 teams open.
Skip ahead a year and the team dealer had 161
stores operating last month.
“If you get the right technology, everyone
wants to use it. If it’s simple and easy, everyone
wants to use it,” he explains.
Consequently, Sports Addix runs stores for
all the major and minor sports, along with spirit
packs, fan wear and fundraising sites.

FOUR TEAM DEALERS
SHARE THEIR
TECHNOLOGY SECRETS,
WITH A FOCUS
ON ONLINE STORES.
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Its 25-person sales team works with coaches,
athletic directors and parent groups to build those
sites. And besides using the school’s social media
and email contacts, Sports Addix has more than
77,000 followers just on Facebook.
Team stores do more than just increase revenue. Kargbo says these online stores reduce
labor, allowing Sports Addix to marshal resources
in its other operations, especially selling and
servicing accounts. Its error rate is way down,
so customer satisfaction continues to climb. And
the integration with its internal systems helps
in everything from inventory management to
cutting, sewing and decorating the uniforms and
other apparel. Every customer can also track
their order thanks to TUO’s ties to Shipstore,
which also prints off the shipping labels.
The old axiom “less is more” rings true with
those online stores, he notes. Some coaches
may want 15 items after the uniform package.
But Kargbo and his sales team prefer to keep it
around five to seven. “The more options, the
less they buy,” he says.
That’s important with fundraising sites and the
dealer is upfront with minimums on quantities,
knowing from experience that if too many items
are available that one customer who orders that
one shirt simply can’t afford the screenprinting
or embroidery charge for one item.
“You always steer them in the right direction,
but let them know it’s ultimately their choice,”
he explains.
Kargbo also says dealers simply must limit the
buying window, with one to two weeks preferred.
“The longer you have it open, the more people
may wait until the last minute,” he says.
High tech never trumps high touch, either.
Kargbo cautions that you still have to pay attention and maintain a dialogue with the customer.
“We have a unique way of selling with a salesperson that maintains contact every eight weeks,”
he points out. Those account managers also
depend on a support staff to make sure the
customer keeps coming back.

Making a Kelling Online
In business for more than 60 years, Skeeter Kell
Sporting Goods has seen all the changes. And it
embraced online team stores about four years
ago to ensure that it stayed up with the times.
“We have seen great results with these team
stores and it’s an area of our business we are looking to grow,” says Chris Sledge, one of the family
members that owns the full-service team dealer.
Serving an eight-state territory from its base
in Kennett, MO, not far from the Kentucky and
Tennessee borders, Skeeter Kell has done so by
reaching out to all of its customers — schools,
rec leagues, select teams, you name it. And it
runs every manner of store to target teams with
spirit packs, fans with spirit wear and booster
clubs to raise funds.
“We normally let the coach or person in charge
of the organization do the promoting of the online
store since they are tied directly to those being
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USA ALL THE WAY
Dean Wegner wants to do more
for America’s veterans and workers.
The West Point graduate served
seven years as an aviator and helicopter pilot, and attended the Army’s
Ranger School. He then went into the
business world, working in business
development, marketing and strategy
with KPMG Consulting, Procter &
Gamble, Mars and, most recently,
as president and CEO at Omega
Apparel.
But he wanted to do more for
those who served and for a oncethriving American industry in apparel.
Last year, he launched Authentically
American, a veteran-owned and
staunchly American-made partner
for businesses, schools, fundraisers,
politicians, musicians and more who
want to fly the flag on their apparel.
Yes, the nascent company only sells

apparel Made in the USA on its stores
set up for a variety of clients.
Wegner notes in his marketing
materials that America once produced 75 percent of its apparel as
recently as 30 years ago. Today, the
Made in the USA tag is found on less
than three percent of clothing. He’s
working to change that by reaching
out to a variety of customers with
everything from T-shirts to medical
scrubs.
His message has been heard, with
more than 100 customers, ranging from Fortune 500 companies to
non-profits, from small businesses to
several universities, opening up stores
with his American-made apparel. Of
course, several military schools now
use his sites — West Point, along with
the Air Force, Coast Guard and Naval
academies among them.

targeted,” Sledge adds.
Like other team dealers, Sledge sees the benefit
of the improved cash flow, better margins than
direct sales to schools and extended sales.
“Our overall company sales have grown since
we are getting business that we wouldn’t have
been able to get in the past. We can offer the
teams options of ordering items that they might
have bought at a mall or local store in the past,”
Sledge notes.
Successful stores narrow the field on selection and offer items that are in demand, Sledge
notes. As an example, he points to screenprinted
T-shirts, which are always big sellers. But you
can’t offer those shirts in five or six colors. Been
there, done that, Sledge says, only to find that it
gums up the works and increases back orders.
Too few orders of a shirt in one of those five
colors also don’t meet the minimums necessary
to make it affordable.
Now, his roadmen suggest a school with red
and black colors only offer it on a white and a
black shirt. No need to throw in options.
“We like to offer one to two color choices
and then make sure they are available from our
supplier. If planned correctly, there isn’t much
that can’t be sold on these stores as long as it’s
addressing the targeted audience,” Sledge says.
What Sledge tries to avoid is putting uniforms

He also attracted attention from
investors, including NASCAR legend
Darrell Waltrip.
Authentically American teamed
up with TeamUniformOrders to run
its platform for its sites. Those sites
prescribe to the “less is more” philosophy, Wegner notes. “We have
had as few as two items and we try
to keep it to 12 maximum. We prefer
to run the stores more frequently,
generally quarterly, with a new mix
of items.”
To supply his growing list of
customers, Wegner and his team
rely on production partners in six
states. Every item proudly displays
the Authentically American vintage
USA flag logo. So far, so good, but
he still wants to move the needle
on bringing jobs back to the United
States.
“We are early, only one year into
our startup journey,” he says, “so
there’s no true measurable impact
yet. But our focus is building the
brand and growing our business in
year two so we can deliver on our
mission to ‘create American jobs.’”
And while it plans to boost production of American apparel and jobs, it
also remains committed to veterans.
“Part of our mission is giving back
to this great country, enriching the
communities in which we live and
work and supporting our veterans,”
Wegner explains. Ten percent of its
revenue goes to veteran organizations
such as The Folded Flag Foundation
and Reboot Combat Recovery. n

on the online stores. “Mom or dad can screw up
and put the wrong number, wrong size, etc., and
we are left holding the bag. I like for a coach to
be in charge of uniforms. That way if there is
an issue that arises, I deal with that coach and
not 80 parents.”
Any other items depend on the coach. A football coach may not want a T-shirt on a site, for
example, if he knows the booster club already
wants to do that.
The stores take work, though, especially packaging the orders. Plus, there are the eventual
problems with back orders and wrong sizes.
Roadmen can eat up time handling details rather
selling if you’re not careful. It takes the right team
devoted to ensuring the orders and problems
are handled, he notes.
Over time, Skeeter Kell has learned better ways
to handle these packages and how to increase
efficiency. Working with a good platform partner
helps, he adds.
“Companies such as OrderMyGear are doing
a great job of trying to streamline this process
for dealers and they become a one-stop-shop
so they handle these stores from point A to
Z, making sure the items get to the customer
without dealers ever having to touch them,”
Sledge says. “This is huge for the online store
business and its growth.” n
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WRITING THE FUTURE
OrderMyGear and TeamUniformOrders are bringing the team business into the 21st Century.

Phoro: ordermygear.com/about

OrderMyGear is changing the way
dealers do business from its
high-tech offices in Texas.

Calling on schools, organizations, leagues and teams still remains a critical component of a team dealer’s service and success.
However, technology now provides a way to up both a dealer’s service and success. Yes, e-commerce is big and getting
bigger in the team business. And two major players – OrderMyGear (OMG) and TeamUniformOrders (TUO) – are driving this
by offering platforms that allow team dealers to sell and service while automating the ordering and delivery process.

B

oth combine the best of
their tech smarts with a
team dealer’s shoe leather.
In the end, as one platform
executive says, they are
writing a new chapter on
the Amazon effect, with
team dealers the main
character. ust as team dealers continue to
evolve, so do the companies behind the technology. OMG and TUO are upping their games
to better serve dealers.

OMG: Tech Smarts and Shoe Leather
It all started when Kent McKeaigg wanted to
support his father, Ronnie, in finding an easier
way to sell to teams. He had watched his dad
for more than 35 years collecting countless
paper order forms and chasing payment from
parents for certain orders. There had to be a
better way.
Kent opened an online store for his father
and created a whole new way of selling for
team dealers across the country. His idea
back in 2008 spawned OrderMyGear, which
provides an online platform for dealers to sell
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everything from spirit packs to fan wear. And
the platform continues to evolve in its effort
to boost efficiency and sales.
Over the past couple years, OMG has focused
on four key areas: product selection, store
building by team dealers, marketing and reporting, says VP–sales Ryan Wenkus. No stranger
to the team business, Wenkus joined OMG
two years ago after spending two decades as
a roadman in Minnesota. He also was one of
the first team dealers to use team stores to
service his accounts.
He now works to support the platform he
found useful and constantly works to make
OMG improve its performance for team dealers.
Product selection means working with every
conceivable supplier to upload photos and
detailed product descriptions of their offerings.
Rather than build it from scratch, dealers now
pick the items they want to promote and it
automatically populates as they build the site.
“We’ve spent the past two years educating
vendors and their sales reps on how important
these stores have become to their business
as team dealers work with schools, leagues,
booster clubs and more,” Wenkus explains.

Building such stores has become much
easier, Wenkus notes. The digital files even
upload sizing. What manually used to take
a few hours can now be accomplished in as
little as 15 minutes, thanks to all the backend
files available at the push of a few keystrokes.
“We have to build up the way team dealers
launch the store,” Wenkus says. Team stores
mean volume and the faster they can be built,
the more efficient a roadman becomes. To make
his point, he remembers when $1 million was
the mark of a successful roadman; today, that
number has doubled.
If you build it, they will come, but only if you
properly market it. To do so, Wenkus wants
team dealers to work with the coach or key
buying influence.
“You have to make the coach a marketing
manager,” he says. Consequently, OMG makes it
easy for the coach to simply provide or upload
his or her file of emails and it pushes out a message and the store to players and parents. It
even sends out reminders when someone has
failed to place an order. The coach can then
follow the order on a dashboard.
“We’ve run data on this and the stores do
teaminsightmag.com

50 percent more volume when the coach gets
involved,” Wenkus adds.
Additionally, OMG continues to focus on
tools that increase efficiency, such as generating purchase orders for every vendor and
working with a dealer’s internal systems to
track orders from start to finished decoration.
Up next is automating shipping, so a label is
printed with a dealer’s preferred provider. And
OMG wants to help dealers better pinpoint their
shipping costs by working on tools that more
accurately determine the best way to ship and
the actual cost. Team dealers always, though,
have an option to set their own shipping costs.
All the tools increase efficiency, but there
are several keys to making sure a team store
produces good results, Wenkus says. Whether
for spirt packs, team uniforms, booster club
fundraisers or fan wear, it’s important to work
backwards.
“The key is making sure the product is in
front of the group at the right time,” Wenkus
notes. Factor in the timing of the season, how
long it takes to order, receive and decorate
the product. So, timing becomes important
to ensure success.
He really encourages dealers to look at the

stores as a retail storefront. “A good team
store is built not just for the player, but for the
family.” Sure, he says to include all the items a
coach wants a player to buy, but there’s also
a chance to reach mom and dad, sister and
brother, grandma and grandpa.
As an example, he points to a store set up for
his son’s baseball team. While he picked out
the two items his son needed, he eventually
ordered 13 items to outfit his family. A $30-$40
sale quickly added up to more than $300.
Think about a high school football team
with more than 150 players, he adds. Apparel
and accessories for the entire family greatly
extend the potential. “Amazon would kill for
this potential,” he notes.
“It’s not just what’s right for the store, but how
do you extend the sale,” he emphasizes. Even
a store for a golf team presents an opportunity
to add shoes, accessories and some apparel
for the family. And there should never be a
store without a backpack.
While some dealers do report that hard
goods simply don’t sell well, Wenkus believes
that’s a misperception. Dealers may not sell
as many helmets as shirts, but it still presents
an opportunity.

Two major
players are
offering
platforms
that allow
team dealers
to sell and
service while
automating
the ordering
and delivery
process.

“NAH, I DON’T REALLY MESS
WITH SPIRIT WEAR,”
said thousands of our rapidly growing customers
before discovering the leading platform for group e-commerce.
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TUO: Bringing Order to Chaos
Started in 2008 to help automate ordering
for a large soccer dealer, TeamUniformOrders
(TUO) remains focused on bringing order to
the chaos in serving teams and organizations
that order gear and uniforms.
Along the way, its technology continues
to evolve. The company has developed and
launched more than 1500 features and functions just in the past six months, says Gerry
Brewer, CEO and managing director, by focusing
on making online stores more automated and
chockful of useful features. At least 70 percent
of those new features grew out of ideas originating from its clients, Brewer adds.
TUO continues to fine-tune the entire ordering process for large organizations with the
goal of making everything easier. This includes
everyone in the process, too.
“Life is just made easier for all involved with
the TUO roster-driven technology,” Brewer
says. This includes everything from personal,
individual invitations to shop to advanced
roster management tools and even the ability
for club and team managers to communicate
directly with every member of their club, small
groups, even down to individual players.
Brewer points to five of TUO’s new features.
As he notes, “Like children, it’s hard to pick
just one.”
• Custom integration that started with
advanced shipping integration several years
ago. The TUO platform is integrated with
the top shipping providers, so users ship
directly from the platform rather than manually
32 Team Insight / September 2018
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“The school may be buying helmets, so the
dealer may only look at three extra helmet
sales, but that’s three sales he didn’t have.
Plus, if the dealer services 20 schools and sells
three helmets on every team store, that’s 60
helmets.”
Within reason, he believes team dealers
need to tell the whole story to the athlete. For
example, a baseball team store can include a
bat, helmet and glove.
As further evidence, Wenkus says one sales
rep launched an entire site strictly on amateur
baseball bats before the new standards took
effect at the start of this year. He planned in
advance for inventory. He had a demo day for
several youth baseball leagues, too. His site
sold more than $40,000.
What doesn’t work is leaving the stores open
for lengthy periods, Wenkus warns.
“We are getting asked more and more to
leave the store open year-round. The problem is that it’s like walking into a retail store
without new merchandise. Every year, you get
to freshen it up.”
It still takes some shoe leather to get and
build the team store business, but it’s worth
the effort, Wenkus says. “Those dealers who
use it are growing by more than 35 percent a
year. They see the results.”

TUO continues to fine-tune the entire ordering process for large organizations with the goal of making everything easier. This includes everyone in the process, too.

keypunching data from one system to another.
TUO has expanded that by working with key
dealer partners to connect all aspects of
their operation.
• Online group registration websites that
allow a dealer’s clients to set up advanced
registration for any club, team or organization. The dealer can then embed a pre-season
online store inside the registration site to collect, organize and upload all team and player
data. This greatly simplifies data collection
and roster management. In turn, the data is
auto-uploaded to create the foundation for
roster-driven stores.
• Dynamic store designs suited to the
intended purpose. Dealers custom design
each store for the right look and feel.
• Alliance partnerships that feature the best
technology companies in a variety of areas
of expertise. For example, TUO partners with
the top Magento/Woo development company
in North America.
• Marketing materials and consultation
include a new program and resource library.
Every TUO dealer can choose to receive
branded, customized marketing materials
they can use to promote their business and
to help explain and sell the concept of Online
Ordering to their customers.
Moving forward, team stores will only
grow in importance and greatly benefit team
dealers. “It’s the Amazon Effect,” Brewer
emphasizes. “The ability to shop online to
buy anything is now expected. Similarly,
teams and organizations are seeking more
convenient, easier-to-manage solutions that
take them out of the ordering and payment
mess altogether.”
This will increase demand for online stores.
“Industry experts forecast that in the next

three years more than 50 percent of all goods
and services moved in the sporting goods
and apparel/corporate apparel sectors will
be done online. That is billions in transactions,” Brewer says.
Suppliers have taken heed and are making
their products more readily available in digital and transportable formats and are now
actively embracing working partnerships
with e-commerce providers such as TUO,
Brewer notes.
All of this is still early in the game, too,
but the results are obvious. “Products can be
located and added into dealer online stores
in real time with a simple click. This trend
will continue to expand greatly as more vendors begin to realize the untapped potential
of more closely linking all aspects of the
purchase and requisition process directly
with their dealers,” Brewer says.
The type of store doesn’t matter as much
as how team dealers use the platform, Brewer
notes.
For example, dealers can set up a preseason hard goods store to show the breadth
and depth of both equipment and soft goods.
Dealers also can set up roster-based team
stores with mandatory and required items.
And it can be followed up with a supplemental
store since it’s inevitable that some items
get lost or apparel gets damaged. Spirit wear
and booster clubs offer another opportunity,
and he recommends using the database for
holiday sales, too.
“Post-season and holiday stores serve as a
great way to extend the year and capture even
more sales from customers,” Brewer says.
There is a purpose and reason for each store
and the end-shopper is offered numerous,
more convenient opportunities to shop. n
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Team dealers are always looking for new ideas — the latest and
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• Be A Better Salesman

outside the box to do something no one else can even try. That’s what
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greatest products, better ways to sell those products and unique ways
to reach existing and new customers. Sure, you get hung up in the crush
that is football season and the other big sports that take up the lion’s
share of your time. But dealers looking for an edge have to think way
these next pages are all about – 12 great ideas that are not only off
the beaten path, they don’t even know where the path is. So read on in
Part 1 of this feature with an open mind. There may be something in here
you haven’t thought of …. until now. (Part 2 to come in November.)
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TAKE ON AMAZON
Friend or foe? Nine things every brand and dealer needs to know. By Bob McGee

W

hen it comes to Amazon and
its effect on vendors and
dealers in the team business, there is nowhere to
hide. The best bet is to learn
as much as you can about
how the Seattle-based behemoth operates.
Amazon, whose U.S. sales grew more than
33 percent in 2017 to nearly $120.5 billion, is
the biggest force in the changing retail landscape. But while some retailers and vendors
only see the escalating threats that Amazon
founder and CEO Jeff Bezos’ beast brings
to their more traditional retail businesses
and brands, others see Amazon’s power and
platform as an opportunity to supplement the
reach and revenues of their own labels beyond
traditional brick-and-mortar, their own doors
and e-commerce sites.
Until last year when Nike announced a test
partnership with Amazon and was projected
to generate $300-$500 million in revenue from
the alliance, brands largely shied away from
talking publicly about their Amazon relationships for fear of alienating their longtime,
traditional retail partners.
But that “damned if you do, damned if you
don’t” attitude is slowly beginning to erode,
driven largely by necessity. The vast U.S. product pipeline to traditional retail has shrunk in
recent years due to bankruptcies and door
closures. Forced to not only maintain, but
grow their sales volumes, some brands have
re-engineered their growth strategies and
begun to embrace Amazon as a legitimate sales
avenue. For the most part, they are doing this
smartly by only making certain SKUs or collections available and being adamant that Amazon
must eradicate the sale of any counterfeit or
grey market products on its platform.
At the same time, traditional retailers have
tightened their SKU bases (Dick’s eliminated 20
percent of its mix last year), further developed
their own private label collections and started
exploring new ways to improve the experiential
experience for shoppers.
Here, we examine and breakdown nine issues
related to Amazon that every brand and team
dealer needs to know.

1. Working With Amazon as a Partner
One segment of sporting goods that is certainly embracing the Amazon Effect is the
outdoor industry and there is a good lesson
for the team business there. Outdoor vendors,
cognizant of the reality of Amazon and the need
to satisfy and serve their traditional specialty
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customers, are developing a conduit between
the two. At the Outdoor Gear Exchange, for
example, the Burlington, VT, specialist has a
dedicated staff focused on facilitating sales
through Amazon. OGE purchases and manages
inventory from 10 key outdoor brands and
ships items to Amazon warehouses throughout
the U.S. for fulfillment via FBA (Fulfilled by
Amazon) accounts. Similar Amazon relationships, particularly among smaller brands, will
likely emerge in the months ahead.

2. The Marketplace
The Marketplace is where third-party vendors use the company’s platform to sell their
new or used merchandise. Third-party sales
accounted for 31 percent of Amazon’s total
2016 revenues and the percentage figures to
rise in the coming years.
Orders are fulfilled by the merchant or
Amazon. If the latter option is chosen, Amazon
collects a “referral fee” on each sale, plus additional fees for picking and packing the order.
In the clothing and accessories area, which
includes outerwear and athletic wear, Amazon’s
current policy only allows new products and
professional sellers. The Marketplace’s sales
policy for Sports/Exercise & Fitness/Hunting
Accessories/Team Sports/Licensed-Fan Ship/
Boating & Fishing/Game Room is less restrictive, allowing for new, certified refurbished,

used and collectible.
CPC Strategy says the vast majority of
brand protection issues it witnesses on the
Marketplace are related to unauthorized sellers
of authentic products, not counterfeit, that are
largely related to “leakage” in a brand’s supply
chain. Its advice to third-party sellers on the
Marketplace: “Don’t co-mingle inventory — and
control your distribution.”

3. The Trump Factor
This past spring, the President created a task
force, through an executive order, to “evaluate
the operations and finances of the USPS” and
provide findings and recommendations within
four months. Depending on what is found, this
action could result in higher costs to Amazon
and its customers, or perhaps force the company to seek alternatives for package delivery.

4. The Online Soft Goods Destination
Analysts project Amazon will achieve major
growth from footwear, apparel and accessories
over the next three-to-five years to potentially
$85 billion worldwide by 2020. To the chagrin of
traditional retailers, 69 percent of consumers
purchased apparel from Amazon between April
and October 2017, a year-over-year increase of
10 percent. Amazon is aiming to increase that
percentage through the addition of its own
stable of apparel brands and the addition of
teaminsightmag.com

DEALER TIP

Be careful when
exploring the idea
of selling through
Amazon or other
direct outlets.
Make sure your
agreements with
your vendors
allow this type of
distribution and
be wary of the
access you are
giving these online
behemoths to your
customer base.
more well-known labels such as Nike, Under
Armour and Hanesbrands, currently the three
most popular on the site.
The hub of Amazon’s domestic apparel
business sits in a 1.2 million-square-foot warehouse/fulfillment center in Jeffersonville, IN,
that houses more than 200,000 pairs of shoes
and has shipped more than 60 million orders
in a single day.

5. Prime Wardrobe
This try-before-you-buy service, which allows
Amazon shoppers to order and try on apparel
without paying first, hasn’t officially launched.
But this expensive feature, undoubtedly a tactic
to increase more soft goods purchases, is
already being extended to more Prime members.
Choosing among designated Prime Wardrobe
pieces, shoppers select three or more items
that are then shipped to them free of charge.
Following a seven-day period, unwanted items
must be returned, but again at no cost to the
consumer.
Prime Wardrobe could pose issues and a
real threat to other apparel retailers who fail
to offer similar programs. Post-purchase solutions firm Navar discovered that 22 percent
of apparel shoppers avoid making an online
purchase without the ability to return the item
to a store, so this solution might be Amazon’s
end-around.
teaminsightmag.com

6. Opportunity for Small Apparel Brands
CPC Strategy, citing a lack of brand loyalty
among 80 percent of Amazon shoppers and
the vertical’s lack of depth in large brands,
believes smaller and mid-size labels will “gain
unprecedented market share on Amazon in
2019.” More than 53 percent of shoppers are
more willing to buy a brand they are unfamiliar with on Amazon than any other store,
according to the research house.

7. Sports and Outdoor Goods
Hard goods, ranging from inflatables to air
mattresses and tents, generated $6.5 billion
in U.S. sales for Amazon in 2017, accounting
for 15 percent year-over-year growth versus
20 percent in 2016, according to One Click
Retail. The Utah research firm says the changing brick-and-mortar landscape, coupled with
consumer buying trends, has prompted more
hard goods companies to turn to expanding
in-store sales from Amazon.

8. Sellers Beware!
The dark side of Amazon is apparent, but
rarely addressed publicly. Amazon critics allege
problems with the platform center on the sale
of fake products and excessive discounts on
genuine merchandise that finds its way to
unauthorized sellers on Amazon’s marketplace.
Getting a fake product yanked from Amazon

sometimes involves brands being forced to
purchase the counterfeit products from a thirdparty seller to prove its lack of authenticity.
Amazon has reportedly tightened its monitoring of third-party sellers. Last year, Nike
trusted Amazon enough to begin test selling
on the platform, a program that will reportedly deliver $300-$500 million in revenues to
Nike this year.
Some believe potential partners should tread
lightly when considering a new or expanded
Amazon partnership. “Every unit of your brand
that Amazon sells, they now own the data on
that consumer,” points out one executive.
“I think they eventually will use that data to
market directly to them.”

9. Walmart Versus Amazon
Both players bring different strengths to
the table and incredible reach with consumers. Walmart, which spent more than $4
billion on various acquisitions last year, most
notably on Jet.com, wants a more profitable
e-commerce business and isn’t happy about
Amazon’s strong lure with today’s younger
consumers. While its U.S. sales are 38 percent
bigger than Amazon and its physical door
count is more than 90 percent larger, the
e-commerce order frequency by customers
of Walmart trailed Amazon Prime members
by 27 to three in 2017. n
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GO GLOBAL

One dealer has found that there are sales to be found (way) outside of its neighborhood. By Michael Jacobsen

Brian Kerrigan and his wife, Kari Altman, know it takes time to grow their business outside of the U.S.

F

or the vast majority of team dealers, their market is the territory
their roadmen can drive to in
the morning and be home for
dinner with the family that evening. Relationships with local
schools and friendships with the coaches
and athletic directors have been the bedrock
of the team business since the first baseball
uniform was sold more than a century ago.
But a small company housed in a former
harness factory in south Philadelphia has
found that the potential market for team
goods goes well beyond its own time zone.
In fact, it goes well beyond the borders of
the United States.
Team Sports Planet tells Team Insight that
with the recent addition of The British School
of Caracas in Venezuela in South America
to its client list, it now has customers on
six continents. Only Antarctica remains as
a holdout.
“And we have hope we’ll get there, too,”
says CEO Brian Kerrigan. “We already sell
more in Alaska than we do in Philly, so it’s
possible. Delivery by helicopter, even dogsled,
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is not unfamiliar to us.”
Kerrigan, who hails from Philly suburb
Upper Darby, PA, and his wife, Kari Altman,
also a local from Yardley, PA, moved back to
the area because they wanted to raise a family
there after spending the 1990s in New York
City, where he headed a Wall Street software
shop and she built corporate websites.
Kerrigan lays claim as the team industry’s
“first pure-online team-uniform dealer.” When
he founded the company in 2001, he said in
a recent article in the Philadelphia Inquirer,
“even the manufacturers weren’t online. The
team dealers weren’t online.”
He tells the story of researching early softball
websites and finding an unprotected spreadsheet on which a national sports group had left
5000 contacts for fast-pitch coaches. Kerrigan
and Altman made it a sales-lead list. After
landing local school and league orders, they
started recruiting U.S. expatriate teams on bases
abroad, which led to military team orders.
Then 10 years ago the company won a
multi-year, exclusive government contract
to supply athletic apparel and related team
sports products to the Department of Defense

Educational Activities’ Pacific Region. The
contract covered schools located on U.S.
military bases in Japan, South Korea and
Guam. Their work there led to customers in
the DoDEA’s Europe Region, namely its dozens
of schools located in Germany through Turkey.
Subsequently, Team Sports Planet formed
a strategic partnership with International
School Services, an organization that staffs
and supplies private schools in hundreds of
foreign countries.
“I wish I could say that we have customers
in all of them, but the actual number is 56,”
Kerrigan says. “But we add new countries
all the time. We’re growing very fast in the
Middle East. Our international business is
growing faster than the domestic.”
International orders, Kerrigan points out,
are, on average, four times larger than domestic — $1110 versus $4500.
Still, the recent South American deal presented unique challenges — language being
the most obvious. But a curious twist of fate
opened the door. A customer of Team Sports
Planet from, of all places, Africa (Kinshasa,
Democratic Republic of Congo to be exact),
transferred to The British School of Caracas
and when that school wanted to upgrade its
sports teams uniforms and warm-ups, that
coach/teacher recommended the South
Philly team dealer.
Look out Antarctica. n

DEALER TIP

Want to start selling
internationally?
Getting your foot
in the door can
be daunting, so
a partner with
resources in
those markets is
essential. Among the
challenges: currency
exchange, language
barriers, shipping
logistics and, last
but not least, local
business customs.
teaminsightmag.com
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BEAT THE BIG BOX
To succeed as a small dealer against Dick’s and others, make life S.P.E.C.I.A.L. By Dr. Kevin Coughlin

M

ost people are aware that
the real economic engine
in the United States is small
business. In fact, most would
agree that small businesses
are the foundation of the
economy. And team dealers certainly fit the
bill as the ultimate small business.
But the challenges in 2018 are significant for
small team dealers. As a result, to put your best
foot forward for success you must make sure
your schools and programs understand that
you’re looking out for their wants and needs.
But even if you do everything right, there
is still the threat of the big-box on the corner.
How do you fight a company or business that
almost has an unlimited supply of money and
expertise? In all truth, sometimes you just
can’t. But very often it can and is being done.
Your customers are all looking for products
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and services that they believe in, like and trust.
That is the winning combination and you and
your team will be on the way to beating the
big-box by making the experience S.P.E.C.I.A.L.

S: Superior Service
What is it, and how do you attain it? First and
foremost you must put yourself in your customers’ shoes. Experiment with each and every
interaction that will occur between you, your
roadmen and the customer. A great starting
point is to assess the quality of phone etiquette
and your employees’ ability to address your
customers’ questions. Ensure that you are
receiving really good information that is timely
and accurate. Really evaluate your website and
email responses.

P: Products
New products are the lifeblood of the team

business, so be sure to regularly evaluate your
product mix to see how it stands up against the
big boy down the street. Take a hard look at
the processes and procedures you can implement to make those products and or services
most appealing.

E: Education
This means training, training and more training
with everyone from your salespeople through
your HR department — and perhaps most
importantly, training for yourself. Many times as
a business owner you are the last to recognize
that you may need and benefit from training
more than anyone else.

C: Consistency
Constantly evaluate and re-evaluate your processes and procedures to make sure they are
simple, repeatable and trainable. Delivering
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consistent products is paramount. Anyone can
do something well once or twice, but when you
can do it consistently you know your company
is running well.

have started in a downward direction. When
your customers and team members have an
enjoyable experience there is no better marketing plan available.

I: Ideal customer experience

Big Isn’t Always Better

You must look at and review to see if your
customers are repeating purchases. Are they
coming back to you every season? If not, it’s
imperative that you figure out why.

Most business – and team dealers are no
exception – want and dream to become larger.
However, more doesn’t always mean better — it
simply means more. If your desire is to make
your company or business larger, be careful
what you wish for. The vast majority of small
business entrepreneurs like the risks, controls
and the building of their business many times
more than the end result.
Whatever your goals and aspirations are,
stick with them. There is plenty of room for
the small, medium and large dealers in this
business. Just make sure you are one of the
successful ones by being special. n

A: Approachable
Do your employees and customers have access
to you? If not, why? Determine how to create
an environment that allows information to
reach leadership so customers know that their
concerns will be addressed.

L: Lighthearted
When being a team dealer stops being fun, you

DEALER TIP

Your customers want
to feel connected, they
want to feel special,
and they don’t want
to be just a number or
another transaction.
They can get that at
the Dick’s store out
on the highway. That’s
your ace in the hole.
Know their names.
Heck, know their
children’s names.

DYE SUB
Not your granny’s dye sub
• enhanced image quality
• performance foot features
• Dry-IQ ™ technology
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SELL – OR BUY

Acquisitions give dealers something to think about. Maybe they can even buy someone. By Michael Jacobsen

G

rowth in team sports has traditionally come from expanding a
territory, having a new school
open in your area or adding more
roadmen. Hard work and long
hours paid off in increased sales
and a bigger, more profitable team business.
And then along came the 21st century and
the formula for success and growth started
to change. More specifically, 2018 arrived
and suddenly the team business – dealers,
vendors and suppliers alike – became very
attractive to the deep pocketed guys from

New York (or Atlanta, or Dallas, or anywhere
investment bankers live these days).
At the end of the day this interest in acquiring players in the business of team sports has
been a good thing for individual companies,
many of whom have chosen the buyout route
for a variety of reasons — retirement, too much
debt, a desire to be a part of a bigger company
with its stability and perks. Acquisitions have
become as common in team sports as new
product introductions.
Of course, the 2000-pound gorilla in this
is BSN Sports, which has been gobbling up

to a dozen independent team dealers a year
for more than a decade now – starting with
Kessler’s and Dixie way back when to its
most recent acquisition (as of press time)
of Teamline LTD, based in Irving, TX. (This
follows on the heels of the blockbuster purchase of Kelly’s Sports, of West Chester, PA,
in late spring.)
But, proving that no one is exempt, BSN
and its parent company Varsity Brands were
recently acquired themselves, by Bain Capital
Private Equity in a deal reportedly worth about
$2.5 billion. This is after Varsity Brands was

NOT JUST FOR THE BIG BOYS

A

pparently buying up other team
dealers is not limited to deeppocketed private equity firms.
In some welcome recent news,
one small team dealer acquired
another in a move to strengthen
the businesses of both.
This summer Georgia-based Pro Sports
purchased Hartselle Sporting Goods, based
in Hartselle, AL, and now Pro Sports will
operate a team outlet in Hartselle. Former
owner Dewayne Peebles joins Pro Sports.
“There are smaller mergers and acquisitions taking place in our industry during
this period of consolidation,” Scott Postell,
owner of Pro Sports, tells Team Insight. “We
recently acquired this company and we
plan on looking for similar opportunities
in the future.”
The Pro Sports story began in 1973 when
Wayne Postell started it as a family-owned
full-line sporting goods store catering to a
small bedroom community on the outskirts
of Atlanta. The store focused on retail equipment, shoes and apparel and serviced most
of the local youth programs.
As Scott finished school in 1982 he saw
an opportunity to enter the school/team
business. He quickly realized he couldn’t
carry the brands the schools wanted, so in
1996 Pro Sports joined Sports Inc. to gain
this access. Pro Sports began to close its
retail stores in 1999 and got out of retail
completely last year while continuing to
grow its our school business. It currently
has 10 road salesman.
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(Pro Sports also maintains a few highprofile customers, including the Atlanta
Hawks, Georgia Tech, the Atlanta Falcons
and Jacksonville Jaguars along with a number
of D1 and smaller universities.)
The changing environment and growth in

The Pro Sports crew (left to right): Katie
Logan (Financial Officer) and her husband Eric
(Production Manager); Kim (Graphic Artist) and
Scott Postell; Cathy Ferrell (Purchasing Manager)
and Keith Ferrell (VP and Co-Owner).

The Hartselle Sporting Goods staff: Leanne Early,
DeWayne Peebles and Kim Ledbetter.

online sales, along with the opening of two
big-boxes within two miles of its last retail
store, forced the decision to get out of retail to
concentrate on the team side. That, however,
led to another challenge.
“Within a relevantly short time we realized
we had no way to get rid of returned merchandise from our customers,” Postell says,
citing the need for some sort of outlet store.
Enter the opportunity with Hartselle
Sporting Goods, a community-based store
doing the things Pro Sports used to do, including servicing local high schools.
“It was just the opportunity we were looking
for and continue to look for,” Postell adds,
explaining that Hartselle’s community is not
large enough to support a major chain, but
nonetheless has a demand for major sporting
goods brands.
“The manufacturers’ restrictive return policies make it difficult to correctly take care of
a school and adhere to often a 30-day window
to get a mis-size or purchase error back to
them,” Postell explains. “It also allows us to
return to supplementing our school business
with some community league business that
is profitable.” Under the new arrangement
former owner Dewayne Peebles will focus
on school sales as Pro Sports resupplies
the store with new merchandise, giving it an
outlet for its overstock.
Another key member is co-owner and VP
Keith Ferrell, who heads up the School Division
and has been with company since 1989.
Ferrell has also overseen the development
of the sales force. n
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acquired by a Charlesbank Capital Partnersled investment group in 2014 for roughly $1.5
billion. (Try to keep track now.)
Now it turns out that BSN Sports is no
longer the only player in the team dealer
acquisition game. This spring a company
called Trivest Partners, a private investment
firm that focuses on partnering with founder/
family owned businesses, “recapitalized and
merged” Texas-based team dealers Athletic
Supply and Barcelona Sports. The move
is significant because it is one of the first
times – other than the aborted attempt by
Lids, which in turn was acquired by BSN – a
company other than BSN Sports has brought
previously independent dealers under one
corporate umbrella and it gives interested
dealers another potential suitor.
Ironically, the merger of the two businesses
makes Athletic Supply and Barcelona one

the largest sporting goods distribution businesses in Texas — right in BSN’s backyard.
The executives of both dealers, including
Ronny Flowers and Sammy Barcelona, will
remain owners in the combined company and
will continue to lead day-to-day operations.
Barcelona and Athletic Supply will remain a
member of Sports, Inc.
The buyout binge has even reached the
vendor side of the business when news came
that venerable team brand Rawlings had
been sold to Seidler Equity And Major League
Baseball for $395 million.
The interesting part of this deal is the
involvement of MLB, since Rawlings already
has had an exclusive contract to supply the
MLB with baseballs since 1977. Its Costa
Rica plant sells more than 80 percent of the
approximately 2.2 million baseball it manufactures annually to the league. n

DEALER TIP

If you want to expand
your business, look
for a complementary
partner that can solve
more than one of your
challenges. Seek out a
partner who needs the
brands you carry but
can’t get opened by
the vendor. And there
are now more than a
few potential buyers
out there.

MORE

PROTECTION.

LESS MOUTHGUARD.
teaminsightmag.com
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EMBRACE MILLENNIALS
Yea, whatever. Going One-on-One With Your Millennials. By Bruce Tulgan

T

here’s no getting around it — you
are going to have to hire, work with
or sell to Millennials at some point
in your career. There are millions
of them, they are here to stay and,
let’s face it, they are the future. So
don’t be afraid of them.
In fact, with a little insight you can learn to
live with – and love – your Millennials. And
whether they work in your store, you hire them
as roadmen or they are the ones you turn to
when you can’t figure out why your computer
won’t work, they are important contributors to
the bottom line of your team business.
Thriving on Attention
The first thing to remember is that Millennials
have grown up hyper scheduled. They thrive
on that kind of structure — and they thrive
on one-on-one attention. As a manager of
Millennials, that is your challenge.
One of the most effective ways to manage
young employees is to schedule regular discussions with each of them about their work.
At first, err on the side of meeting more often
with each person — every day, every other
day, or once a week. Start by evaluating what
time will best work for you, then communicate
the expectation that you will meet regularly
one-on-one at a regular time.
Whenever possible, try to choose a regular
time and stick with it. Regularity makes a big
difference to Millennials. In-person meetings are

DEALER TIP

What appears
as being highmaintenance is
actually this new
power Millennials
feel to ask for more.
Opportunities to earn
more money and
flexibility will go to
the employees who
most consistently
deliver the most
value.
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always preferable to meetings by telephone, but
if your only option is telephone, don’t let the
phone call slip. Keep those phone appointments
the way you would make sure to attend your
own child’s birthday party. And make sure to
support these telephone conversations with
clear point-by-point e-mails, before and after
your calls. Follow-up e-mails are key, especially
following telephone one-on-ones.
Whenever you can meet in person, try to
conduct your meetings in the same place.
Choose a good venue, whether it is your office,
a conference room or the stairwell. You want
these meetings to become familiar and comfortable. The routine of meeting in the same
place every time is an important part of the
structure these one-on-one meetings provide.
Handling the Pressure
Making a plan with your young employee to
meet one-on-one at a regular time and place is a
huge commitment for both of you. It is a powerful
statement that you care enough to spend time
setting this person up for success.
It’s also a lot of pressure on both of you. But
it’s good pressure.

For the employee, the pressure is that of
constant accountability. Quite literally, the
employee will be expected to give an account
of her performance in every one-on-one meeting. She will hope to score points – actually or
metaphorically – in every meeting. Meanwhile,
she will also expect feedback from you.
For you as the manager, the pressure is to
carry the ball without dropping it. After all, you
are the boss here. You are the one who has to
make sure these one-on-ones happen, as scheduled, in the right place, and at the right time. If
it is a new habit for you, this practice may feel
uncomfortable or burdensome at first. It will
take time to get used to it. It will be easy, on a
very busy day, to look at your schedule and be
tempted to skip it. Don’t.
If you skip meetings, you are sending a message to Millennials that the schedule is not real,
the structure is not solid and the relationship is
not reliable. They will take it as license to start
skipping meetings when they feel like it. It will
be very hard to reestablish the routine.
So you’ll feel the greatest pressure on those
times when you inevitably do drop the ball. At
those times, you only have one good option:
“Mea culpa!” Confess and ask forgiveness.
Say, “I let you down. I’m sorry. I hope you’ll
forgive me.”
Explain that it is precisely the very chaos and
uncertainty at work that makes the structure
of regularly scheduled meetings so important.
The only thing to do is to get back on schedule
immediately, get back to work, and do better.
Create a Focused Routine
One Millennial told me, “The coolest job I
ever had was working for this guy who was
really intense, but he made me have these
focus meetings with him every day. He’d show
up or call and say, ‘Okay. Focus meeting. Are
you ready?’ It was his chance to tell me what
was going on and what he needed me to put
at the top of my list. It sounds terrible, but
it was great. I always knew what I was doing
was important work, at least to him.”
I’ve heard this kind of testimony over and
over again from Millennials and managers
alike. Millennials thrive on the familiar and
comfortable structure of a focused routine,
especially in relationships with authority
figures. The routine doesn’t have to be
pretty, as long as it’s a routine — the faster
and tidier, the better.
It won’t be enough to just start meeting regularly with your Millennials one-on-one. You’ll
have to teach them how to meet with you.
teaminsightmag.com

Spell out how long you expect each meeting
to last (my advice is to keep them to 15 to
20 minutes). Don’t ever let these meetings
become long or convoluted. Make it clear
that your meetings will follow a fast and
tidy agenda. Whenever possible, present an
agenda in writing that you can both follow.
These meetings should be cordial but all
business. This is not the time for chitchat.
Often managers have a difficult time talking to their young employees. “I always feel
like I should touch base personally before
moving onto my list. It’s slightly disingenuous, I guess,” said one manager in a small
professional office. “I might say, ‘What did
you do last night?’ Or ‘Did you see that
show last night?’ Or ‘Did you get in okay
this morning? How was traffic?’ But really,
I’m just trying to warm up to, ‘Great, here’s
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my list.’”
Like everything else, this dynamic process
will change over time and your approach will
have to change with each young employee
you meet with regularly. For each of your
employees, you’ll have to figure out how
often to meet, how much time to spend at
each meeting, what format to use and what
topics to cover.
And remember, you’ll have to make adjustments over time. If things are not going well
with a particular Millennial, maybe you’ll
have to meet longer and more often, going
over his to-do list twice a day with a finetooth comb. And if things are going really
well with a Millennial, maybe you only need
to meet twice a week. No matter how well
things seem to be going, you still need to
verify that things are indeed going as well

as you think. If they are, make sure that
Millennial knows just how many points she
is scoring today.
Never forget that your one-on-ones are
your primary method for keeping the lines
of communication open. Keep your expectations on the table, and make sure you
are showing them exactly how to meet and
exceed your expectations. And keep asking,
“What do you need from me?” n
About the author: Bruce Tulgan is the founder
and CEO of RainmakerThinking, Inc., a management research and training firm, as well as
RainmakerThinking.Training, an online training company. He can be reached by e-mail at
brucet@rainmakerthinking.com, you can follow
him on Twitter @BruceTulgan, or visit his website
www.rainmakerthinking.com.
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COLLECT TAXES
The ruling that Internet sellers must collect sales taxes is a win for the little guy. By Mark Battersby

Good news for everyone but those team sports businesses with online
stores and those who sell entirely online — the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
recently that states can require Internet retailers to collect sales taxes.
The Supreme Court’s decision theoretically levels the playing field for all
retailers, especially those with no Internet presence.

P

reviously, businesses shipping
goods to, or providing services
in, another state where it does
not have a physical presence,
were not required to collect that
state’s sales tax. The Supreme
Court’s 1992 decision in Quill Corp. v. North
Dakota effectively barred states from imposing sales tax collection obligations on remote

retailers by requiring a non-trivial, physical
in-state presence, so-called “nexus,” in order
to make them collect and remit buyers’ sales
taxes on purchases.
Now, with a 5-4 decision in South Dakota
v. Wayfair, the court has broken with earlier
rulings that barred states from imposing sales
taxes on purchases their residents made from
out-of-state retailers. Remember, however,

At 17#, the lightest weight competition volleyball post on the
market making it perfect for facilities where set up is frequent.
The outer post and telescoping inner post are constructed of
computer wound carbon ber resulting in a superior weight to
post rigidity ratio. Fits all manufacturers’ 3” oor sockets.

MANY MORE MODELS AVAILABLE
FREE FRIENDLY ONLINE
CATALOG SERVICE QUOTES
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although a number of states are scrambling
to pass legislation in order to take advantage
of the Supreme Court’s ruling, this decision
was a victory only for South Dakota, which
had asked the court to uphold its new law
imposing an Internet sales tax.
Celebration or Funeral? It Depends
States and local jurisdictions now anticipate billions of previously uncollected sales
tax dollars to soon begin flowing into their
coffers. Among those celebrating:
• Brick-and-mortar Businesses. According
to the court, the physical presence rule put
so-called brick-and-mortar businesses at a
disadvantage because they had to charge
sales taxes while Internet retailers did not.
That rule, “prevented market participants
from competing on an even playing field.”
• Software Startups and Accountants. All
retailers, big and small, must now look to
software or professionals to cope with the
increased complexity.
But not everyone will be pleased with the
Supreme Court’s ruling, especially:
• E-commerce Retailers. Large e-commerce
retailers who previously enjoyed a long tax
holiday must now collect taxes like Amazon
and many other e-commerce retailers have
long done. That will effectively raise their
prices, which in turn could eliminate their
low-cost advantage and reduce sales.
• Small Online Businesses. Small online
sellers will see added costs for compliance,
including specialized software and accounting fees. And, don’t forget, the potential risk
of more sales tax audits.
• Individuals. The Supreme Court’s decision
will, eventually, increase the cost of Internet
purchases.
Compliance 101
The most efficient way to ensure the team
sports business is sales tax compliant is to
utilize software with cloud-based, automated
features that automatically apply the correct
teaminsightmag.com

sales tax based on the goods or services purchased and the shipping location of the customer.
Keep in mind that while other states may pass
the legislation that will permit them to jump on
this bandwagon, this ruling involved only South
Dakota’s sales tax collection policy. States such
as South Dakota that are heavily dependent on
sales tax revenue will obviously benefit the most.
Louisiana, Tennessee, South Dakota, Oklahoma
and Alabama will, in all likelihood, eventually
see the biggest increase in revenue.
South Dakota estimates the states could pick
up combined sales tax revenue of $34 billion a
year if the court allowed them to tax Internet
sales. The General Accounting Office, on the
other hand, estimated the number would be,
at most, $13 billion.
How It Works Now
The Supreme Court essentially ruled that the
physical presence standard from the earlier Quill
Corp. v. North Dakota (1992) is “unsound and
incorrect.” This means state are allowed to tax
businesses that don’t have a physical presence
in the state.
However, before South Dakota can enforce its
economic nexus law, the State’s Supreme Court
must approve it in a way “not inconsistent with”
the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling. As written,
the South Dakota law requires a remote seller
to collect and remit sales tax if the seller meets
either of the following criteria:
• The seller’s gross revenue from the sale of
tangible personal property, any product transferred electronically or services delivered into
South Dakota exceeds $100,000, or
• The seller sold tangible personal property,
any product transferred electronically or services
for delivery into South Dakota in two hundred
or more separate transactions.

the future.
While upholding South
Dakota’s sales tax
collection requirements, the Supreme
Court re-affirmed its
four-prong Commerce
Clause. Under the 1977,
Complete Auto Transit, Inc. v. Brady
ruling, a tax will withstand scrutiny if it:
“applies to an activity with a substantial nexus
with the taxing state; is fairly apportioned; does
not discriminate against interstate commerce;
and is fairly related to the services the State
provides.”
Helping Small Businesses
The Supreme Court didn’t ignore the concerns
of small businesses and the barrier to market

entry presented
by sales and use
tax compliance.
Not only does
the South Dakota
ruling point out that
it “requires a merchant
to collect the tax only if it
does a considerable amount of
business . . .” as the Court pointed
out, since South Dakota is a Streamlined
Sales Tax (SST) state, the compliance burden
would be reduced. But what is SST?
Many team sports businesses – even those who
provide only services – already find themselves
required to collect sales taxes for the jurisdictions in which they operate. The exceptions are
businesses in Delaware, Montana, New Hampshire
or Oregon, which have no sales taxes.
While the sales taxing jurisdictions create

Being the Tax Collector
Obviously, every team sporting goods business
acting in its capacity as sales tax collector must
pay over to the taxing jurisdiction the tax on all
sales upon which the tax is levied, regardless of
whether actually collected or not. Any business
caught not collecting sales taxes must pay those
amounts from its own pocket.
Small team sports businesses have greater
compliance risk, especially those with a large
proportion of sales from the Internet, because
they can’t afford the software necessary to
manage sales, CRM or even shipping. Now might
be a good time to think about evaluating and
improving sales tax compliance regardless of
the current rules or where they may stand in
teaminsightmag.com
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new laws requiring the collection of out-ofstate sales taxes, a unique multi-state pact
is already helping many retailers meet their
sales tax collection requirements.
A number of state tax authorities have
already come together to make it easier for
every sporting goods business to “voluntarily”
collect and pay over sales taxes on sales to
customers in those areas where they may or
may not have nexus.
Easing the Burden
Designed primarily for catalog and Internet
sales, the multi-state Streamlined Sales Tax
Agreement has simplified sales tax rules for
team sports businesses operating in any of
the 24-member states.
Among the incentives offered under this
multi-state pact: easy signup, one-source for
signing up with multiple states, simplified
rules, discounts or commissions and a unique
amnesty program. More info is available from:
The Streamlined Sales Tax Organization:
http://www.streamlinedsalestax.org
The Multi-State Tax Commission:
http://www.mtc.gov/Resources
The growth of online sales changed the

market dramatically, so South Dakota passed
a law requiring all but the smallest retailers,
including Internet companies, to collect taxes
on the sales they made in the state — even
those with no physical presence there.
The Supreme Court’s ruling opens the door
to new revenue streams to fill state coffers,
while imperiling the competitive advantage
many Internet businesses had over brickand-mortar rivals already required to collect
sales taxes. In all likelihood, this ruling will
lead other states to try to collect sales tax
on purchases from out-of-state online businesses more aggressively. It is also likely
to lead to consumers paying more at the
online checkout.
As if sales tax collections weren’t difficult
enough with different taxing jurisdictions
taxing different products, goods and services, the U.S. Supreme Court has opened
the door for more states to demand sales
taxes be collected on out-of-states sales.
While many team sports dealers are turning
to sales tax experts for help, keeping an eye
out for both new sales tax laws and even
the potential for federal legislation, is more
important today than ever. n

Dealer Tip

The most efficient
way to ensure
the team sports
business is sales
tax compliant is
to utilize software
with cloudbased, automated
features that
automatically
apply the correct
sales tax based
on the goods
or services
purchased and the
shipping location
of the customer.

PURE

GOALKEEPING
MADE IN USA

38 11 302

REUSCH PATRIOT II PRO-FIT
CONTENT: Our latest design has our STRETCH ZONE™ cuffs that allow the player to push
the cuff up on the arm by allowing the cuff area to expand.
Our proprietary sublimated WICKFLEX™ is a 100% breathable polyester that is Reusch
MMS™ Cool (Moisture Management System). This fabric helps wick away any moisture,
keeping the player cooler, dryer and more comfortable when playing.
Sizing on this style is our Pro Fit, which is a more sculptured athletic fit. Knit CONTROL
CUFF™ and collar. Made in the USA!

COLORS: 325 FIRE RED/DRESS BLUE/WHITE
SIZES: YL, AS, AM, AL, AXL
SUGGESTED RETAIL: $60.00 USD

38 70 970

Diego López Espanyol Barcelona (ESP)

REUSCH PRISMA DELUXE G3 ORTHO-TEC™

REUSCHUSA.COM
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G3 FOAM Our German engineered and manufactured G3 foam palm
ORTHO-TEC® patented protection for backhand, finger and thumb protection.
DURAGUARD™ Latex palm patch on lower palm offers extra abrasion resistance.
EXPANSE CUT ESS™ Pre-splayed fingers support a natural catching position.
EXPANDED FINGER TIPS EFT™
PROFLEX™ 4-way stretch technology allows the glove more flexibility to move and
yet retain a great fit.
AIRVENTSYSTEM™ keeps the goalkeepers hands cool and breathable with mesh
material thereby providing optimal air circulation.
BACKHAND All-over Pro Latex backhand.

SIZES: 7 -12

SUGGESTED RETAIL: $185.00 USD
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Dynamic Team Sports

Dynamic Team Sports

Carron Net

Stahls’

Dynamic Team Sports’ hockey jerseys are offered
in a multitude of premium fabrics, are decorated
with unlimited custom capabilities and are available in Lace Neck or V-Neck finish. Double elbows
are available upon request for additional durability.
Matching socks available in sizing to accommodate
hockey players of all ages. Elasticized top and bottom hem accompanied by a sewn in Velcro patch
will ensure consistent placement.

Dynamic Team Sports’ Men’s Volleyball product
boasts unlimited custom designs and an array of
top-notch, light weight fabric options to keep you
living above the net at match point. Jersey Tops
available in Sleeveless, Short Sleeve, and Long
Sleeve options. All three sleeve options are accompanied by the option of Crew or V-Neck finish. Shorts to match available in multiple inseam
lengths.

Keep practices and games moving while protecting
players and spectators with ball containment and
barrier nets by Carron Net. Carron custom manufactures barrier nets for all sports, including lacrosse, soccer, hockey, football, and more. Indoors
or outdoors, no application is too large or too small.
www.carronnet.com; 800-558-7768

Stahls’ Silicone Dye Block is the industry’s first cuttable vinyl solution to fully block dye migration on
sublimated sports jerseys. Eliminate dye migration
at bit.ly/stahls-silicone

SanMar

Gill Athletics

Porter

Cliff Keen

The ST358 Sport-Tek PosiCharge Competitor
Hooded Pullover from Sanmar locks in color and
wicks moisture. It’s versatile enough for yearround wear with 3.8-ounce, 100 percent polyester
interlock with PosiCharge technology. Offered in
Adult, Ladies and Youth silhouette. www.sanmar.
com/p/9064_TrueRoyal?text=st358

The premium Gill Elite HS Hurdle rocker-style hurdle’s fully welded, square tube construction sets
the standard for elite programs. Built to last, easy
stacking and storing, and school colors and graphics are important features preferred by your best
high school accounts.

Porter’s Orbit-Flex 180 Goal can upgrade a competition court with a true 180 degree flex goal. The
Orbit-Flex 180 allows goal to pivot in all directions
while providing proper elasticity and ball rebound
characteristics. Meets NFHS and NCAA D2/D3
rules.

Cliff Keen Presents The Beast. Finally, a backpack
that works as hard as you do. Carry all of your
essentials for school, practice, meets and tournaments. Customize with team graphics.
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Carron Net

Dynamic Team Sports

Whether for practice or event, Carron’s throwing
cage nets keep spectators and participants safe.
Featuring strong knotted nylon with 1 ¾” mesh,
they’re built to handle shotput discus, and hammer throwing at any level. Made to order in custom
sizes. . www.carronnet.com; 800-558-7768

Dynamic Team Sports’ Champion Fit Track Jersey
and Shorts, available in men’s, women’s, and youth
sizing, offer lightweight, moisture wicking fabrics
and truly unlimited custom designs. The Champion
Fit Jersey tops display a sleek, racerback construction, are finished with a double-needle stitch to ensure quality and feature a top back yoke to accommodate dual fabric options.

Augusta Sportswear

Augusta Sportswear

The Augusta Full Force Racerback Tank is ideal for
Ladies lacrosse or field hockey with the moisture
wicking propelit mesh, contrast inserts and racerback design. Available in eight colors and a girls’
style.

The Augusta Sportswear Glitter Backpack is
packed with features. A 10-inch front pocket, interior shoe pocket, two-side mesh water bottle
pockets, laptop pocket, inside personal pocket and
hidden carabineer. Available in six colors and a coordinating duffle.
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Two Dealers To Enter
Sporting Goods Hall of Fame

Bob Dickman

Ronny Flowers

Two of the most well-respected team dealers
in America have been elected to the Sporting
Goods Hall of Fame. Bob Dickman, of BSN
Sports, and Ronny Flowers, of Athletic Supply,
will join the more than 160 retailers, team dealers,
manufacturers and industry influencers who have
preceded them as Hall of Fame inductees.
The Hall of Fame dinner and induction will be
held May 21, 2019, at Chateau Elan Winery &
Resort in Braselton, GA, site of the 55th Annual
NSGA Management Conference & 21st Annual
Team Dealer Summit.
• Dickman began his career in the sporting
goods industry at a very early age, at Kesslers
Sport Shop in Richmond, IN, following in the
footsteps of his father, Sporting Goods Industry
Hall of Fame honoree (1995) Cliff Dickman.
Kesslers was acquired by Collegiate Pacific
(now BSN Sports) in 2004 and Dickman currently
serves as senior VP at BSN.
Dickman also served as chairman of the NSGA
Board in 2009 and 2010 and chairman of the
Sporting Goods Industry Hall of Fame Committee
from 2011-2014.
• Flowers is the president of Athletic Supply,
Odessa, TX. He began his career in sporting
goods in 1968 at T&D Sporting Goods. He joined
Athletic Supply in 1972 as a roadman and in 1973
he and others bought Athletic Supply; Flowers
later acquired all company stock and has led the
company from $500,000 to nearly $30 million in
annual sales.
Athletic Supply has 55 employees covering
Texas and New Mexico and is now a major
part of ASB Sports Acquisition, whose sales
are approximately $100 million. The company
expects to expand from Texas, New Mexico and
Oklahoma to a national footprint.
Flowers also served two terms on the NSGA
Board of Directors from 1993-98.
Nominations are now being accepted
for the Hall of Fame Committee to review
for the 2020 induction class. Deadline for
nominations is February 22, 2019. Download
a nomination form at www.nsga.org/halloffame
or request a nomination packet at HOF@nsga.
org. Questions should be directed to Hall of
Fame Committee secretary Larry Weindruch,
lweindruch@nsga.org. n
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THE COOLEST CAP
POWERED BY

brrr° technology has three unique cooling effects that continually move heat away from
your body. brrr° technology has been tested and verified by leading labs worldwide.
brrr˚ provides maximum UV protection, is hypoallergenic and cool to the touch.
Others say they’re cooling, but we prove it.
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RAPID DRYING
Delivers a fresh and
crisp experience

COOLING
MINERALS

Provides an immediate and
continuous cooling effect

ACTIVE WICKING
Moves moisture away
for nonstop comfort

LEARN MORE AT BRRR.COM | THEGAMEHEADWEAR.COM

